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Introduction
This is the sample exam VeriSM™ Professional.
This exam consists of 40 multiple-choice questions. Each multiple-choice question has a number
of possible answers, of which only one is the correct answer.
The maximum number of points that can be obtained for this exam is 40. Each correct answer is
worth one point. If you obtain 26 points or more you will pass.
The time allowed for this exam is 90 minutes.
You are allowed to use the case study for this entire exam. The case study applies to all
questions. The scenario in each question only applies to that particular question.
Good luck!
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Sample exam
1 / 40
The digital age represents a fundamental socio-economic and behavioral shift. Each individual
organization will view ‘the digital age’ differently.
Concerning digital transformation, what do all organizations need to consider?
A)
B)
C)
D)

How Bring-Your-Own-Device (BYOD) can reduce the total cost of ownership (TCO)
How organizations need to understand and utilize knowledge and data
How the advancement of the internet impacts the security of data stored
How Agile and Lean practices can be used to respond to a commercialized society

2 / 40
FCH has employed a consultant to help them define consumer outcomes more clearly. FCH's
aim is to make sure they understand consumer expectations and identify how things can be
done better. The consultant suggests that using the Value Stream Mapping (VSM) technique
would be a useful starting point.
What should the VSM approach for FCH look like?
A) VSM disregards organizational and divisional boundaries, but instead presents crossfunctional activities which show the flow of information and material between process
steps. Additionally, a SIPOC diagram should be used to identify the involvement of role
players and influencers in consumers’ desired outcomes.
B) VSM outputs help to define roles and responsibilities needed to achieve the organization’s
objectives, by examining how consumers define value and by reviewing each capability. A
visual representation of how process activities flow across capabilities should be analyzed
and non-value adding steps should be removed.
C) VSM provides a disciplined, data-driven approach for eliminating variability, defects and
waste that undermine consumer value. This should then be input into a stakeholder map to
understand interactions between stakeholders and the importance of these interactions in
determining consumer value.
D) VSM compares the current state with a desired state, to determine the gaps between these
two. This activity will identify the deliverables and services necessary to provide desired
outcomes and then devise a plan to improve the processes to create these deliverables and
services to overcome the gaps.
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3 / 40
FCH wishes to reduce their reliance on the error-prone printing service. They want to reduce
this reliance by increasing patient access to the online resources used by the staff.
How can FCH best improve its digital offerings to patients?
A) A combined customer focused and future focused approach is the optimal opportunity to
ensure market leadership now and in the future, as patients are FCH's most important asset
in maintaining their leadership position in the marketplace and ensuring patient satisfaction
and loyalty is paramount.
B) A combined operational and customer focused approach as this will allow patients to better
access relevant information online and thus reduce stress and reliance on the printing
service. At the same time, increasing printing reliability will ensure optimal service to those
patients who prefer paper to online access.
C) An internally oriented, purely operational approach will offer the best short-term results, as
focusing on digitizing the paper-based, patient-oriented process outputs will reduce costs
stemming from the poor performance of the printing architecture and will enable digital
patient engagement.
D) A future focused approach is the best approach as the current technical and organizational
setup is insufficient. Focusing on the future and disrupting the business is the only way to
ensure FCH's market leadership in a future healthcare industry which relies solely on direct
patient involvement and radical differentiation from competitors.
4 / 40
True digital transformation involves the establishment and maturity of key capabilities, without
which sustained competitive advantage through continual transformation would not be
possible.
FCH’s strategic enablers include people, critical thinking, innovation, agility, information
technology and finance. These strategic enablers are missing an important capability.
What is the consequence of lacking this strategic capability?
A)
B)
C)
D)

Creating services deficient in value
Declining sales and market share
Delivering services with poor quality
Lacking consumer and employee trust
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5 / 40
The manager of the IT department in the insurance division has been in the company for a long
time. He has excellent technical knowledge on how to build new services and is an expert in
modern technology and innovative methods. He is the brain behind many of the IT services
used in the insurance division. He used to be a developer but was asked to take on the
responsibility as manager for the IT department two years ago. He must admit, these two years
have been challenging. He is still the only one that knows the technical aspects in depth, and he
often has to step into technical problem solving and take over the responsibility of his team
members. He supports the new vision of the company and is eager to take a lead in the digital
transformation.
Therefore, he suggests that top management establishes a role as Chief Digital Officer (CDO),
and he volunteers to take on this role himself. However, top management is not convinced he
has the required skills to be a digital leader.
In order to suit better as a digital leader, what could he best develop?
A)
B)
C)
D)

Communication skills and the ability to build strong relationships with external stakeholders
Digital awareness and the ability to understand the details of the technology involved
The ability to train people and do efficient experience exchange and knowledge transfer
The ability to provide autonomy and space for self-management to staff at all levels
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6 / 40
The FCH top management team has approved three digital transformation initiatives for the
next year.
•
•

•

The first initiative is to identify synergies and possibilities to establish common processes and
tools in the HR area.
The second initiative is to reduce the number of software applications by 50%.
The third initiative will look at the printing service to increase the printing capacity and identify
alternative ways to provide copies of medical records to patient. This was proposed by the newly
recruited Chief Compliance Officer (CCO), who identified security issues in the current printing
system.

To keep an overall eye on the three initiatives, the top management team wants one person to
be in charge of the overall digital transformation program.
Who is the best candidate for this role?
A) The CCO, whose characteristics are:
•
•
•

has gained valuable experience in other companies;
is new to the company and can see the organization with a pair of fresh eyes;
has a broad overview of all requirements and regulations within all areas considering the
digital transformation.

B) The CFO, whose characteristics are:
•
•
•

has limited IT competences but a good understanding of how value is created;
is good at building relations due to excellent communication skills;
has been in the company for six years and has a good standing in the organization.

C) The HR manager in the insurance division, whose characteristics are:
•
•
•

has key competences within the HR processes;
with 'just do it' as her slogan, she is known as a strong manager who gets a lot of things done;
is expected to have spare capacity to as soon as the HR improvements are achieved.

D) The manager of the IT department in the insurance division, whose characteristics are:
•
•
•

has technical knowledge to build new services;
is more skilled in innovative methods and technologies than the IT manager in the medical
division;
even if he is quite new as a manager, he has 15 years of experience in the company.
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7 / 40
As FCH expands to provide a more diverse range of services to their customers, they will require
improvements to the digitization of their business operations. This means that they will
increasingly depend on sharing data within their existing hospitals and the hospitals that will be
merged, and within the clinics and other health care services. This will require a new approach
to acquiring and managing information and using that information wisely across the enterprise
in the form of corporate knowledge. Coordinating this effort will be the responsibility of the
Office for Strategic Development (OSD). The Head of the OSD has to evaluate a range of options
for this new approach.
What is the best policy for the Head of the OSD to choose?
A) A policy to capture as much corporate information as possible which is then stored digitally
B) A policy to codify captured information and analyze it for accuracy using sophisticated
computer-based analytical tools
C) A policy to extend existing information capturing across key operational processes and share
this information with all users at FCH
D) A policy to share, utilize and re-use information across the enterprise which is then stored
digitally
8 / 40
The manager of the Office of Strategic Development (OSD) needs all system-wide strategic
initiatives to be completed successfully. This is achievable if the level of collaboration within
FCH is high.
How can a high level of collaboration among the employees of FCH best be achieved?
A) Create a positive work environment by creating enough meeting rooms to encourage faceto-face meetings instead of virtual meetings
B) Have a destination application readily available in which a variety of multimedia content of
information facilitates interactions between employees
C) Instill collaboration behavior by instructing FCH's employees how to collaborate by changing
the way they work and communicate
D) Invite feedback, changes and other suggestions on how to improve tasks or functions in the
early stages of the conversation
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9 / 40
FCH has started to expand their proactive health program to a new community who comprises
of mostly middle-income families. Since previous initiatives in low- and middle-income
communities were successful, they decided to offer the same services in this community.
The targeted new community does not use the services offered. The management of the health
program wants to find the reason for this and improve the usage of their services by this
community.
What approach is most likely to yield better community participation?
A) Design and execute a marketing campaign that explains to households within the
community, what the benefits of proactive healthcare are and encourage them to use the
services provided by FCH. If the uptake of services provided remains low amongst
community members, consider other options including the option to close the clinic and try
it elsewhere, where the services are actually used.
B) Engage with the community about their healthcare needs and understand common factors
that may influence their choice of healthcare services. Based on feedback and insights
obtained, build a hypothesis on what services were likely to be used by the community. Run
an experiment to see if the theory holds true, if not develop another hypothesis and test
that until successful community participation is achieved.
C) Get the management of clinics with similar demographic where proactive health programs
work well together with the management of the new program to do a brainstorming
exercise. Generate ideas why the program does not work well in the community in question
and use the insight obtained to decide which products or services should and should not be
offered in this community.
D) Use a survey to ask community members which of the services already offered by FCH, they
would most likely use and why. Based on the feedback, decide which services should be
provided to the community and consider withdrawing services for which there is a low
appetite. If the uptake remains low, do another survey and ask community members why
they do not use services.
10 / 40
One of FCH's strategic initiatives is rapidly expanding proactive health programming to several
other groups in the community, through partnership with various private and public-sector
businesses. To promote this initiative, FCH wants to use appropriate tools and techniques to
define FCH's unique organizational approach to understanding digital optimization and
transformation opportunities.
What is the best suited approach in this context?
A) Business Innovation Circles (BIC); using different techniques in a controlled innovation
process
B) Competitive intelligence; gathering actionable data about FCH's competitive environments
C) Lean Start-up; starting to supply existing services to new consumers in a separate
environment
D) Innovator's Dilemma; giving insight in the best way to embark on the intended expansion of
services
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11 / 40
FCH wants to deal with its legacy of the past concerning uncontrolled growth of applications
and technology solutions. The merger of 15 years ago when the mottos were "just keep things
running - give them whatever they want", is still felt in the FCH organization while today's
policies fight this effect of uncontrolled growth. The impact of this legacy is still experienced as
an obstacle to progress.
What is the best way for FCH to make sure that all aspects of this obstacle are addressed?
A) By asking the 5 why's to answer “why this occurred?” which brings up the underlying
causes of the obstacle in a number of (usually five) iterations
B) By basing the current tough policies towards uncontrolled growth of applications on root
cause analysis with current stakeholders
C) By collecting theories about root causes, plotting major categories with possible causes in a
fishbone diagram to identify likely actionable root causes
D) By establishing the root causes with staff that was involved at the time of the merger in a
brainstorm session and get to the bottom of the legacy problem

12 / 40
FCH operates within a highly competitive health care sector in the United States. As a health
care provider, FCH has to ensure the security of its patient data and comply with complex
regulatory rules, especially regarding patient safety and care. FCH today is fairly stable and
static, but as it expands into new market segments, the health care professionals who work at
FCH are worried that these changes have an adverse effect on patient welfare. They have
voiced their concerns to the CEO and are demanding that FCH makes assurances that they are
doing all they can to deal with these issues.
The CEO must now make a decision on the best tools and techniques to use in order to make
the most of the transformational opportunities whilst ensuring that key safety issues are not
compromised when addressing the concerns of the health care professionals.
What would provide the best solution for FCH given these circumstances?
A) Conducting affinity mapping in order to provide better contextual evidence of current
patient safety and data security concerns
B) Creating a Value Proposition Canvas in order to better understand and observe customers
and their requirements
C) Exploring different customer requirements using complex journey mapping activities in
order to strengthen service offerings
D) Using FCH’s transactional data in order to better understand the changing requirements of
its customers and stakeholders
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13 / 40
FCH has conducted a PESTEL analysis to understand the external factors affecting their business.
A number of emerging and prevailing technological practices were identified, that could benefit
their service management capability and maturity.
What should FCH do next?
A)
B)
C)
D)

Conduct a SWOT analysis
Implement a managed print solution
Recruit additional help desk staff
Upgrade data center storage capacity

14 / 40
For some time now, one of FCH’s strategic initiatives has been ‘continue to growth’ by seizing
the opportunity to merge new hospitals into the current organization. However, competition in
the health sector is fierce, and as such FCH's strategic plan will start with merging local clinics in
the direct vicinities. FCH's management is confident of its strong market position and has
decided to perform a SWOT analysis with its own members as participants.
What will have the most negative impact on the outcome of the SWOT analysis?
A)
B)
C)
D)

When benchmark information about health market and competition is unavailable
When benchmark information about health market is outdated and therefore misleading
When stakeholders who participate in the analysis are subject to bias and subjectivity
When stakeholders who participate in the analysis do not represent the whole organization

15 / 40
The Office of Strategic Development (OSD) has chosen Porter’s 5 Forces as an analysis
technique.
What should the OSD consider before using this technique?
A) Ensure that all customers, suppliers, competitors and new entrants of all business units are
included in a single organizational analysis
B) Make certain that a separate Porter's 5 Forces analysis is done for each part of FCH as it is
evident that each hospital, clinic or department is unique
C) Reconsider their choice of using Porter’s 5 Forces, because the technique was designed for
use in a more homogeneous environment
D) Understand differences between all units in FCH before deciding to do Porter's 5 Forces for
the whole organization or for a line of business
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16 / 40
Within FCH, the HR capabilities are divided across two departments: a health insurance and a
medical department. Similar divisions apply to the current FCH Financial and IT capabilities. The
Board of Directors expresses a vision about removing the negative consequences of these
divisions for consumers, by introducing an improved organizational portfolio.
Which organizational portfolio contributes to the accomplishment of this vision?
A) A portfolio of coherent organizational behavior campaigns that teaches the different HR,
Finance and IT departments to collaborate.
B) A portfolio of medical products and services that fully integrates handling the insurance
aspects without having to bother the consumer.
C) A portfolio of measures for evaluating, directing and monitoring, that addresses the
consequences of dividing similar capabilities across multiple departments.
D) A portfolio of three projects, one for HR, Finance and IT each, that integrates processes and
systems of the insurance and medical divisions.

17 / 40
Within the Office for Strategic Development (OSD) at FCH, a task force has been set up to better
recognize the most important value streams. This is especially relevant as it works towards
achieving FCH's 2025 target to be a nationally recognized leader of health care provision. The
potential merger of up to three hospitals in the immediate future will require the adoption of
an appropriate enterprise-wide governance approach in order to ensure that value to its
customers is not diminished. In this regard the OSD has decided to develop an organizational
portfolio in order to ensure that FCH understands the resources and capabilities it requires in
the lead up to 2025.
How can FCH best ensure a successful implementation of an organizational portfolio?
A) Conduct an analysis in order to better understand the differences between the current
capabilities within FCH and likely future requirements
B) Develop appropriate governance strategies and policies in order to ensure key objectives are
met regarding FCH's plans for national recognition
C) Ensure the current capabilities are well understood in order to take into account the existing
capabilities of the hospitals in the merger plan
D) Set up Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) in order to initiate conformance and performance
targets mapped against the organizational strategy
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18 / 40
FCH has started an initiative to establish the organizational portfolio for the company. At the
Women’s Health hospital, one of the most critical services is the service regarding the
diagnosis of fertility problems.
What is needed for this service to be included in the organizational portfolio?
A) A brief customer-focused description of what the service can do for the customer, and how
a woman with a need for a diagnosis on fertility problems can order it.
B) An understanding of the end-to-end process steps, resources and capabilities needed to
meet the need of a woman from the moment she enters the hospital until diagnosis is set.
C) An understanding of how this service is designed, with a mapping of all the underlying
technical components that contribute to this service to create value.
D) An understanding of the underpinning Service Management Principles, processes and tools
needed to support the service in an end-to-end perspective.
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19 / 40
FCH has multiple internal and external issues and initiatives. An example of this are the help
desk issues and losing the JCAHO rating after the 30-days grace period. Additionally, there are
upcoming events that are critical to the viability of FCH. The Office of Strategic Development
(OSD), while relatively new, is overwhelmed with the multitude of events and issues that must
be addressed.
Following the VeriSM™ model, what should be the next steps for FCH?
A) Address the hospital that is at risk of losing their JCAHO rating immediately and produce a
plan that will address all nonconformities within the 30 days that are allowed by the JCAHO
auditing process.
Simultaneously, begin the development of a draft organizational portfolio that reflects FCH
’s strategy and principles that should be confirmed by stakeholders.
Lastly, use the portfolio and other resources to complete an initial Management Mesh,
representing an organizational view of what is available within FCH.
B) Address the urgency of the upcoming audit and the impact of a hospital losing its JCAHO
rating by hiring additional contractors and staff to address the shortcomings.
Secondly, once the audit has passed, address the many difficulties within the IT capability
and specifically the Help Desk and the data center consolidation initiatives within the 30
days.
Lastly, create new policies to address the demand for economic transparency of IT
operations.
C) Knowing the audit will produce nonconformities, produce a plan to address all these issues
using guidance from internal and external auditors within the grace period that is allowed by
the JCAHO auditing process.
Secondly, confirm stakeholder direction and re-evaluate the current plans to ensure the
appropriate priorities as well as resource investment.
Lastly, confirm the application of the Service Management Principles to the decision-making
process.
D) Knowing the criticality of the upcoming audit for one of its hospitals, push additional
resources to that activity in order to keep the JCAHO rating and address the areas of
nonconformance.
Simultaneously, address the help desk and bring in additional agents to handle the
increasing call load.
Lastly, ask the stakeholders to prepare public statements to address the current difficulties
and the plans to mitigate their impact.
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20 / 40
As FCH continues to adopt and adapt the VeriSM™ model, the activities of the Define stage have
been the most useful as decisions and actions are assessed and actioned based on enterprise
governance and the Service Management Principles. Additionally, the use of the Management
Mesh has allowed FCH to accurately apply resources but also utilize the appropriate
management practices and emerging technologies as required by consumers. As a new product
or service progresses through the VeriSM™ model, multiple views of the Management Mesh are
produced.
The illustrative Mesh views are:
1.

2.
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3.

4.

Which two views are developed within the Define stage?
A)
B)
C)
D)

1 and 2
1 and 3
2 and 4
3 and 4
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21 / 40
As FCH expands its medical service offerings to include dental practices, it has approved the
development of a school-based oral health program. As children join the program, they are
given access to an online software application that monitors their dental healthcare activities
(twice daily brushing, daily flossing, using an oral rinse for cavity prevention, and documenting
the soda/sugar intake). Prizes are awarded based on conformance to the stated standards. The
application can be accessed via a laptop, tablet or smartphone.
Evaluate the following plans for developing the organizational view of the Management Mesh
to support this new initiative.
Which plan follows the guidance of VeriSM™?
A) Start with gathering information on assets, suppliers and budget because what is needed for
the plan might be already available. Next, assess the regulatory or legislative controls for
such a healthcare activity and the operational processes and tools in place. Then, capture
current management practices. Finally, note the available digital technologies.
B) Start with identifying the in-place technologies and architecture and make sure the large
amount of data that will be generated in this project can be processed and used for analysis
purposes. Next, progress to the current management practices. Then, identify the relevant
regulatory controls. Finally, define the budget for each of the stages in this program.
C) Start with interviewing procurement staff and staff within the IT capability to understand
resources and available technologies. Next, IT staff should define the enterprise
management practices. Then, question HR and Legal to discover current regulatory
requirements. Finally, HR should check whether the culture in the organization needs to
change.
D) Start with making an inventory of the technological capabilities of FCH because the app will
be the interface with the consumer and must be both functional and innovative. Next,
capture information on human capabilities, specifically the app developers. Then, plot the
current management practices in the picture. Finally, check the legislative requirements.
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22 / 40
A number of new strategic initiatives have been proposed at FCH and the leadership team has
decided to utilize an Option Space tool to analyze them and help support their investment
decisions.
The options can be plotted on a grid as follows:

The initiatives that are being analyzed are:
A. Merge six new regional clinics into the current organization, with a trusted partner with
whom success has been achieved earlier. The partner has already developed outline plans and
has supported other health organizations successfully.
B. Expand early-year health education to the communities through partnership with various
public and private sector businesses. This is a relatively low-cost activity and can be run
alongside the proactive health monitoring initiative.
C. Upgrade the Electronic Medical Record (EMR) system within three months. This will become
a mandatory requirement within two years, but service providers are offering huge cost
reductions to early adopters.
D. Develop a ‘Health TV’ YouTube channel to provide health and fitness advice to FCH’s
customers.
E. Develop a new mobile app to support a range of customer facing services, such as
appointment selection, results availability notifications and payments.
F. Invest in a ‘follow me’ printing strategy.
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What would be the most appropriate position for all initiatives, relative to the investment?
A) Region 1: A, C
Region 2: F
Region 3: Region 4: B
Region 5: D, E
Region 6: B) Region 1: F
Region 2: Region 3: Region 4: B, C, E
Region 5: A
Region 6: D
C) Region 1: F
Region 2: C, E
Region 3: A
Region 4: B
Region 5: Region 6: D
D) Region 1: Region 2: A
Region 3: B
Region 4: C, E
Region 5: F
Region 6: D
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23 / 40
Multiple strategic initiatives are currently under review within FCH and several more have been
suggested. Those initiatives include:
A. Continue to meet the criteria of Accountable Care Organizations;
B. Acquire and merge one to three new hospitals;
C. Expansion of the proactive health programming;
D. Upgrade the Electronic Medical Record (EMR) system;
E. Upgrade the inpatient revenue system;
F. Create an Enterprise Compliance Office;
G. Develop new robotic medical procedures with the research and medical school partners;
H. Develop telemedicine capabilities for remote patient care.
Based on the current mission, vision, and the strategic initiatives, which Opportunity Portfolio
best reflects the investment options for FCH?
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A)

B)
C)
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D)

24 / 40
The CEO of FCH has requested the Office of Strategic Development (OSD) to categorize and
analyze all of its strategic initiatives in order to ensure that the effects of the new initiatives are
appropriately understood in light of current operational offerings.
How can the OSD best categorize and analyze the strategic initiatives to make an appropriate
recommendation to the CEO?
A) As both market and capabilities are uncertain, the Opportunity Portfolio will best assist the
OSD in determining which of the initiatives to use for Positioning, and which for Scouting.
B) Due to the high uncertainty of the market, the strategic initiatives will be placed in the
Stepping Stone zone of the Opportunity Portfolio, initially probing the market by making
only small investments.
C) The Option Space tool will provide the OSD with the clearest overview, as the most
important aspect of analyzing the strategic initiatives is to determine which initiative to
launch first.
D) Using the Run-Grow-Transform model will produce the best recommendation, enabling the
OSD to inform the CEO that most of the initiatives belong to the Run area, focusing
insufficiently on the long term.
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25 / 40
The telemedicine functionality will be used to support community healthcare within senior
facilities. Telemedicine is about using telecommunication and information technology to
provide remote clinical healthcare. The telemedicine team has gathered a sample group of
users from the "Happy Days Senior Community". This sample group will discuss the program
and will help to capture how they would utilize the service. After several meetings, the
following user stories are collected and refined:
1. As a user of the telemedicine program, I want 24-hour face-to-face access, so I can trust the
orders given.
2. As a nurse at Happy Days, I want clear directions from the remote physician, so I can help
those in need.
3. As the Director for Happy Days, I want a telemedicine program for my residents, so we can
reduce onsite staff but still provide access to excellent health services.
4. As a resident of Happy Days, I have lots of questions about my health and I want immediate
answers from an expert, so I can live a healthier life.
5. As a nurse at Happy Days, I want an easy and intuitive method to transmit recorded health
history to the correct specialist, so the patient can get the care quickly and efficiently.
What are the next steps in the process of iterative requirement gathering?
A) Confirm and prioritize the accepted user stories and define measurements for each
requirement. The designer notes should be captured and the sprints should be planned to
deliver the service within the defined timeframe.
B) Continue conversations between Happy Days and the telemedicine team and reach an
agreement. The project leader should determine the order and deliveries of the sprints to
ensure the service will be available in the defined timeframe.
C) Create a plan and budget, so all requirements will be included in the final delivery. The plan
should include technical specifications, measurements and training requirements so Happy
Days' residents and staff are able to utilize it.
D) Focus on the definition of the technical specifications and sourcing options by the technical
specialists. A single plan and design should be created in order to deliver the complete
service within the defined timeframe.
26 / 40
Several requirements have been gathered for a new telemedicine service at FCH. One user story
was:
"As a user of the telemedicine service with limited mobility, I want my monitored vital signs
available for review and action by my physician to reduce or eliminate routine office visits."
What will be the outcome of analyzing this user story using the INVEST acronym?
A)
B)
C)
D)

This user story does not fulfill the Independent property.
This user story does not fulfill the Small and Testable properties.
This user story fulfills all INVEST properties.
This user story fulfills only the Independent, Small and Testable properties.
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27 / 40
FCH’s printing architecture is antiquated and experiences daily service disruptions. These
disruptions delay the discharge of patients from the emergency room, various clinics and
hospital facilities. There is an initiative to improve this functionality.
How can FCH best gather requirements to improve this functionality?
A) Create a prototype solution, then allow various consumer groups to review it and make
changes until the final solution is satisfactory
B) Set up focus group discussions with patients and auditors, undertake observation and run
requirement workshops
C) Run multiple brainstorming sessions using representatives from the affected consumers of
the service and utilize the top results to formulate a solution
D) Use the findings from the hospital-based discharge survey and confirm these with randomly
selected individuals who completed the survey via interviews
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One of FCH’s strategic initiatives is to upgrade its Electronic Medical Record (EMR) system to
comply with ‘Meaningful Use Stages 1 and 2 requirements’. As such this initiative relies
heavily on optimizing FCH’s current IT infrastructure and implementing a new set of
technologies. Therefore, the CIO will need to decide on what to do.
Which set of technologies is most relevant to FCH in this context?
A)
B)
C)
D)

Cloud, Containerization, Machine Learning
Mobile Computing, Robotic Process Automation (RPA), Internet of Things (IoT)
Serverless Computing, Automation, Big Data
Virtualization, Artificial Intelligence (AI), Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)
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An external consultant has been invited to facilitate a meeting with a multidisciplinary team in
FCH. The objective of the team is to reach an agreement on the approach to use when
considering and selecting appropriate practices and technologies during the construction of the
Management Mesh. It is the consultant’s task to summarize a list of possible options.
After 45 minutes of active discussions, the consultant summarizes and presents back to the
team a list of alternatives.
While creating the Management Mesh, what is the best approach to choose the appropriate
management practice or technology?
A) Adopt a technology-based approach because this approach responds well to business
challenges and drives the technology required to support FCH's digital transformation
efforts.
B) Perform a situational analysis because this analysis considers the capabilities and expected
outcomes of FCH, providing a variety of alternatives when choosing a management practice.
C) Select the state-of-the-art technology because financial management assures that the costs
are within budget of investments and that associated risks are minimized if this technology
is adopted.
D) Take the latest management practice because this will bring success in attaining the
outcomes expected by FCH, and ultimately the practice will shape team collaboration and
behavior.
30 / 40
The update to the printing architecture within FCH has been approved. The list below provides a
sample of high-level requirements.
•
•
•
•

The architecture needs immediate improvement.
Patients want the green option to receive their discharge information digitally. Regulatory
requirements demand a proof of receipt.
Privacy must be guaranteed.
The patient can access digital discharge information immediately, even if they left FCH with a
paper order.

How should FCH address all these requirements?
A) FCH’s ITIL practices cannot address the current requirements of immediacy and security.
FCH will need to invest in new management practices and switch to Agile, to not only
support these requirements but also support the digital transformation activities. FCH's
leadership should correct the budgets accordingly.
B) ITIL practices have served FCH well to this point. The in-place practices should be
accelerated by trimming the timeline of the activities, to meet the need for immediate
improvements. There are sufficient security controls within ITIL guidance thus this process
should be developed and deployed immediately. The technology-based requirements will be
addressed in the actual design.
C) So far ITIL has provided core functionality for FCH and now these practices and their
underlying principles require a total redesign. In addition, Agile, Lean and DevOps practices
are needed to digitalize the discharge services. Security controls are not an issue as FCH is
heavily regulated. The technology-based requirements will be addressed in the actual
design.
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D) The current ITIL practice should not just be randomly replaced by another practice. The
necessary elements from additional management practices should be carefully chosen to
support the requirements and understood how they will shape practice behaviors. The other
requirements are more technically-oriented and will be addressed in the actual design.

31 / 40
Since FCH is heavily regulated by the government and non-governmental institutions, the Office
of Strategic Development (OSD) has established that this factor is the most powerful driver for
organizational change. This has a long-term effect on FCH’s strategy, leadership and
organizational culture.
The OSD needs to understand if FCH is well-positioned to achieve its objective. Therefore, the
OSD’s manager needs to undertake a gap analysis.
What can the OSD’s manager best use under these circumstances?
A)
B)
C)
D)

McKinsey 7S framework
Burke-Litwin model
Nadler-Tushman model
SWOT analysis

32 / 40
Strategic leaders at FCH recognize that in order to develop FCH's expanding health portfolio,
they need to rationalize a range of IT offerings. Included in the rationalization are redundant IT
organizations and data centers. Efforts to integrate or consolidate the redundancies, so far,
have had mixed success.
C-suite managers have concluded that a different approach is required. The aim is to match
future IT provision, including the data centers, with FCH’s strategic developments. By using
the Burke-Litwin model, the C-suite managers expect they can better deal with the changes.
When using the Burke-Litwin model for the above scenario, what best suits FCH?
A) Get a better understanding of the beliefs, behaviors and values which are prevalent at FCH
B) Get a better understanding of the individual performance criteria which operate in IT
departments at FCH
C) Get a better understanding of the relationships and responsibilities within the IT
departments at FCH
D) Get a better understanding of the organizational systems and procedures which are
prevalent at FCH
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The Office of Strategic Development (OSD) works towards merging new hospitals to the FCH
brand and extending its geographical reach. FCH sent out a Request for Information (RFI) to
gather information about country-wide hospitals and received an overwhelming amount of
responses to the RFI. The OSD decided that they need to shortlist the top three potential
candidates that are eager to merge. The OSD aims for a seamless merge of these top three
hospitals into FCH’s brand.
The OSD concluded that by using the Nadler-Tushman model they can better deal with the
selection process. They want to use this model to compare all hospitals that responded to the
RFI, determine the gaps and devise a plan. This plan should include actions to overcome the
gaps, which will raise performance levels, and include actions to assess the performance against
the OSD's objective.
When using the Nadler-Tushman model, what should FCH consider for each hospital and FCH?
A) How their strategy, leadership and organizational culture are linked with each other and
how the external environment influences their response to organizational changes.
B) The governance principles that reflect what FCH’s corporate culture and work ethics are,
what FCH stands for, and the quality of healthcare they provide to the community.
C) The interactions of the components of FCH’s internal system as they impact FCH’s
productivity and performance to produce what is expected to the community served.
D) Their known current state and the desired state after the merge, focusing on their location,
staff, performance rating, and technology as key factors for the selection.
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To fulfil its vision, the strategic direction of FCH is to ensure that all services (for example
hospital functionality, insurance programs, etc.) are streamlined, secure and take full advantage
of technology enablers. Sourcing activities are key to success. FCH has challenges that need to
be addressed, such as the duplicate applications and technology solutions in use due to
uncontrolled growth in the past.
Although that practice has now stopped, there is a concern that the current sourcing policy is
not aligned to the organizational strategy and the focus on delivering system-wide strategic
initiatives. The CEO wishes to redevelop a sourcing policy that defines principles and practices
for sourcing decisions, rationalizing services and managing uncontrolled growth whilst still
reflecting FCH’s organizational strategy and consumer need.
What aspects should be developed within FCH's sourcing policy to address the CEO's concerns?
A)

•
•
•
•
•

B)

•
•
•
•
•

C)

•
•
•
•
•

D)

•
•
•
•
•

A code of conduct defined in a set of policies covering each of the elements of the approach
to sourcing services and service providers;
Sourcing expectations based on strategic goals and service management principles;
An outline of the selection and decision-making process;
Engagement rules, compliance standards, legal and governance mandates;
The policy will be owned and managed by the financial department and reviewed based on
FCH’s strategic direction.
An official document covering each element of the approach to sourcing such as
specifications development and value analysis;
Any legal and governance mandates sourcing expectations based on strategic goals and
Service Management Principles;
A contract management process to ensure that contracts meet FCH’s needs;
A rule book, based on the Service Management Principles, for the procurement capability
within Finance;
The policy will be owned by the financial department and reviewed after each organizational
change.
A sourcing plan that defines operating policies and practices;
The responsibilities and activities associated with for example, specifications development,
value analysis and negotiation;
Detailed procurement activities to support the purchase of products and services for sourcing
the gaps in the Management Mesh;
A process to ensure the plan will be redeveloped each time a new or changed service is
considered;
The policy will be redeveloped each time a new or changed service is considered so it
remains aligned to FCH’s needs.
A sourcing policy with detailed procedures regarding the sourcing approach;
Sourcing expectations based on strategic goals;
An outline of the selection and decision-making process;
Engagement rules, compliance standards, legal and governance mandates;
The policy will be owned and managed by the CEO and reviewed based on FCH’s strategic
direction.
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The financial department has the responsibility for procurement. As such, the CFO created the
FCH sourcing policy to reflect FCH’s mission and vision as well as the Service Management
Principles. The policy is as follows:
“It is the sourcing policy of FCH to obtain all supplies, equipment and services at the lowest
cost to the hospital that meet or exceed the consumer’s specifications for performance,
quality and availability at the time of purchase. The decision process will be based on the
capability, capacity and historical performance of the supplier. Supplier diversity and
environmental impact will be considered in the decision process. Competitive bids will be
solicited whenever possible and practical, and in compliance with all applicable federal
regulations and hospital policies.”
FCH is looking for a vendor of specialized telemedicine equipment to support the remote senior
facilities and regional correctional facilities. They receive four bids in which all equipment needs
are covered.
Based on the sourcing policy, what vendor should be chosen?
A) Vendor W:
•
•
•
•
•

pricing is highest;
provides performance data for the equipment over the past ten years;
includes a three-level maintenance and support program;
supplied equipment to remote school districts across North America to support preventative
care;
supplied equipment to small communities across the globe that have limited or no access to
medical services.

B) Vendor X:
•
•
•
•
•

pricing is second highest;
leader in the telemedicine field for the past ten years;
highest rating for support and loyal customers;
performance is questionable as of late, due to new production lines and a quality control
issue;
pending investigation for toxic dumping.

C) Vendor Y:
•
•
•
•
•

pricing is lowest;
new entrant to the telemedicine vertical, initial performance review from one customer
outstanding;
owned by a small group of nurses;
time-to-order to time-to-delivery is longest;
in the process of achieving Green Seal for sustainability.

D) Vendor Z:
•
•
•
•
•

pricing is second lowest;
in business for five years;
performance just meets requirements;
customer reviews show no glaring issues, case studies illustrate innovative solutions for many
different communities;
ISO 9001 certification achieved five years ago but has expired.
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A CIO has been hired by FCH and as such the organizational chart has changed to reflect this
development. There is a corporate IT capability, at the same level as the hospitals, insurance,
HR and finance. The insurance division still has its own IT departments. The hiring of the CIO has
been a welcomed move as more and more of the products and services supporting FCH depend
on and exploit technology. One of the first tasks the CIO has undertaken is the review of the
operational effectiveness of the IT capability. Several areas of concern were noted.
To meet the strategic initiatives of FCH, the CIO has determined the IT capability needs to
become Leaner and more Agile. The CIO has been very clear that this does not mean a
reduction in staff but rather the elimination of “waste” in processes and technologies. The
first initiative the CIO has proposed is to improve the help desk.
What would be the most appropriate set of steps to improve the help desk?
A) Add additional resources to the help desk for the next 30 days to reduce wait times and call
abandonment rates. Within the same 30-day period, submit and resolve two problem
management tickets: one for the increased number of calls and a second to understand why
the self-service portal is underutilized. Once root cause and improvements are identified,
immediately take action. Concurrently, develop a value stream map to capture the
consumer viewpoint and discover and eliminate waste in the help desk activities.
B) Engage service management consultancy with expertise in improving support services.
Ensure requirements and scope of engagement are clear. Agree to a three months’ project
for discovery and recommendations. Concurrently, engage an expert in Lean processing to
create a value stream map for the help desk and define where waste can be removed.
Lastly, engage a third expert with experience in agile process development and deployment.
This expert is to review all service management processes with the intent of removing
inefficiencies and bottlenecks.
C) Hire a commercial organization to support the FCH help desk as a temporary fix. Change the
opening welcome message to direct common calls to this commercial organization and the
technical issues to the FCH help desk. Bring in the incident management process owner and
discuss the challenges that are keeping the process from running effectively. Give the
process owner a 30-day's deadline to show improvements. Knowing that a major disruption
of service is constantly looming, ensure the continuity plan is up-to-date and actionable.
D) Realize that the help desk structure and skill set is no longer effective and begin a search for
a commercial organization with healthcare or hospital experience who can provide the
necessary support services for FCH. In the meantime, hire a commercial organization to
supplement the staffing in order to reduce wait times and call abandonment rates. Once a
suitable permanent organization is found, utilize the processes of the commercial
organization to improve support services.
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The CFO of FCH is concerned about the current state of financial management in IT service
management. The IT department of the medical division is not adequately managing the budget
and customer groups demand more accurate cost calculation and billing.
One of the IT managers suggests bringing in a consultant to help improve the current situation.
According to the consultant, the Provide stage needs to be set up more strictly. One of the
reasons for setting up the Provide stage more strictly, is that customers pay for FCH’s services.
What other consideration supports the consultant’s advice?
A) Since financial management practices are required by standards such as ISO/IEC 20000, a
tool should be implemented to consolidate the financial data from existing service
management tools. Consolidation of data from the tools should then help satisfying
requirements from internal and external auditors.
B) Since it will be impossible to operate tools properly without good processes, make sure that
all processes required by ISO/IEC 20000 are implemented first. Mature these processes so
they will feed financial management with all needed information. Ask an external auditor to
certify the processes.
C) Since not all tools that are currently in use share information, these tools should be tuned,
so they provide integrated information in order to fulfill requirements of external auditors.
Additionally, the knowledge management process should be used to improve the quality of
information in the system.
D) Since there is currently no financial management process implemented in IT, it is unlikely
that new tools will help. Introduce cross-capability reporting and sharing of financial
information. Bring a representative of executive management and auditors on board to
create a clear picture of requirements.
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FCH’s vision to be a national leader for health by 2025, is supported by FCH’s governance and
management principles. To achieve this vision, several strategic initiatives have been initiated.
The organizational strategy focuses on growth, and management hopes to merge one to three
new hospitals into the current organization. Many departments within FCH are highly focused
on remaining compliant with government health regulations, as well as implementing needed
upgrades on several of the critical systems, in particular the Electronic Medical Record (EMR)
system and inpatient revenue system.
Employees and managers in the financial, HR, and both IT departments have allocated many
resources for the upcoming tests of the revenue system. Many middle and team managers have
complained that it is difficult to get attention for operational issues regarding the upcoming
budget review cycle. A lot of clinical employees have been booked for testing activities, which
poses a challenge to productivity in most of the clinical departments. Consequently, many of
the doctors have had to reschedule appointments with patients.
The work on the EMR system requires a lot of resources. As these resources are mainly from the
legal department and the clinical department heads, the challenge is less overwhelming.
Does the current Produce stage support the organizational strategy?
A)
B)
C)
D)

No, because FCH’s service stabilizers are not fit for purpose.
No, because there is no accountability in testing activities.
Yes, because FCH’s guardrails of the Produce stage are established.
Yes, because the Produce stage is supported by ITIL-based processes and tools.
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One of FCH's strategic aims is to streamline services. The company has decided to rationalize
the software to eliminate duplication of applications in the corporate and insurance
administration departments in FCH. The IT department within the insurance administration has
devised a plan which will merge the financial systems at FCH, but still recognizes the need for
local financial control where needed.
A senior in the IT department within the insurance administration has been given the task of
seeking approval for these plans from the C-suite managers in FCH.
How should the report be presented in order to get these plans approved by the CFO?
A) A report aimed at the CFO and Head of the Office for Strategic Development (OSD) which
explains why the plan of the IT department will work, how much it will cost and the likely
risks involved.
B) A report aimed at the CFO, CEO and Head of the OSD which describes how the plan was
established, the actual plan and the expected outcomes.
C) A report aimed at the CFO, CEO, Head of the OSD, the Head of the insurance administration
and Head of the hospital and clinics division, which describes in detail how the newly
merged software will work.
D) A report aimed at the CFO which provides details of the proposed software changes which
are designed to address the key financial issues to improve and maintain financial visibility
and stability at FCH.
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The Marketing and IT departments have run a joint initiative to undergo digital transformation
within the offerings of FCH regarding health insurance policies. The initiative includes reaching
out to potential new clients on social media, as well as catering existing clients with a higher
quality and number of digital offerings and options for interaction. The initiative was briefly
discussed at a meeting four months ago, which the two managers, as well as the CEO and the
CFO attended. In the meeting the managers got an approval, to carry on with the initiative.
The Chief Digital Officer (CDO), who joined FCH only two months ago, heard about the initiative,
and asked for a meeting with the two responsible managers. The invitation states, that the CDO
wants to gather all digital initiatives and projects into a coordinated portfolio.
If the two managers participate in the meeting and allow the CDO to place the initiative in a
portfolio, they risk the initiative to be prioritized differently.
Should the managers attend the meeting with the CDO?
A) No. The initiative is clearly too small to be included in the strategic portfolio of initiatives, so
they should write a mail to the CDO explaining this to avoid wasting the CDO’s and their own
time.
B) No. The initiative was approved by the CEO and the CFO, and therefore the two managers
already have adequate management involvement and approval for the project.
C) Yes. They need support of the new CDO, so they should explain to the CDO the Voice of the
Customer analysis, financial plans, development considerations and the plans for
deployment.
D) Yes. They should prepare a presentation about the purpose of the project, overall plan and
budget, the designs for the different platforms, as well as key risks and impediments.
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The digital age represents a fundamental socio-economic and behavioral shift. Each individual
organization will view ‘the digital age’ differently.
Concerning digital transformation, what do all organizations need to consider?
A)
B)
C)
D)

How Bring-Your-Own-Device (BYOD) can reduce the total cost of ownership (TCO)
How organizations need to understand and utilize knowledge and data
How the advancement of the internet impacts the security of data stored
How Agile and Lean practices can be used to respond to a commercialized society

A) Incorrect. Technologies change all the time and what is relevant for one organization (like
BYOD) may not be relevant for all. Also focusing on TCO only is narrowing the generic
considerations and concerns of the digital age.
B) Correct. This is one of the considerations for digital transformation (for all organizations,
regardless of technology or practice). (Literature: A, Chapter 2.2)
C) Incorrect. Technologies (like the internet) change all the time and what is relevant for one
organization may not be relevant for all. Also focusing on security only is narrowing the
generic considerations and concerns of the digital age.
D) Incorrect. An organization should not consider only specific practices (like Agile or Lean), as
there are many to choose from (and they are always changing). This is more of a ‘how’
consideration, which will need to be addressed in the Management Mesh.
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FCH has employed a consultant to help them define consumer outcomes more clearly. FCH's
aim is to make sure they understand consumer expectations and identify how things can be
done better. The consultant suggests that using the Value Stream Mapping (VSM) technique
would be a useful starting point.
What should the VSM approach for FCH look like?
A) VSM disregards organizational and divisional boundaries, but instead presents crossfunctional activities which show the flow of information and material between process
steps. Additionally, a SIPOC diagram should be used to identify the involvement of role
players and influencers in consumers’ desired outcomes.
B) VSM outputs help to define roles and responsibilities needed to achieve the organization’s
objectives, by examining how consumers define value and by reviewing each capability. A
visual representation of how process activities flow across capabilities should be analyzed
and non-value adding steps should be removed.
C) VSM provides a disciplined, data-driven approach for eliminating variability, defects and
waste that undermine consumer value. This should then be input into a stakeholder map to
understand interactions between stakeholders and the importance of these interactions in
determining consumer value.
D) VSM compares the current state with a desired state, to determine the gaps between these
two. This activity will identify the deliverables and services necessary to provide desired
outcomes and then devise a plan to improve the processes to create these deliverables and
services to overcome the gaps.
A) Correct. The most significant value of the VSM technique is that it totally disregards
organizational and divisional boundaries by assessing how value is created from consumer
request to fulfillment. VSM is not enough, SIPOC is a valuable additional tool to identify
elements influencing consumers’ desired outcomes. (Literature: A, Chapter 8.3.1)
B) Incorrect. This answer incorrectly suggests that VSM is about defining roles and
responsibilities and explains McKinsey’s 7s approach rather than VSM.
C) Incorrect. This is a definition of Six Sigma and stakeholder mapping.
D) Incorrect. This answer describes gap analysis techniques. It focuses too much on
deliverables rather than on an understanding of outcomes.
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FCH wishes to reduce their reliance on the error-prone printing service. They want to reduce
this reliance by increasing patient access to the online resources used by the staff.
How can FCH best improve its digital offerings to patients?
A) A combined customer focused and future focused approach is the optimal opportunity to
ensure market leadership now and in the future, as patients are FCH's most important asset
in maintaining their leadership position in the marketplace and ensuring patient satisfaction
and loyalty is paramount.
B) A combined operational and customer focused approach as this will allow patients to better
access relevant information online and thus reduce stress and reliance on the printing
service. At the same time, increasing printing reliability will ensure optimal service to those
patients who prefer paper to online access.
C) An internally oriented, purely operational approach will offer the best short-term results, as
focusing on digitizing the paper-based, patient-oriented process outputs will reduce costs
stemming from the poor performance of the printing architecture and will enable digital
patient engagement.
D) A future focused approach is the best approach as the current technical and organizational
setup is insufficient. Focusing on the future and disrupting the business is the only way to
ensure FCH's market leadership in a future healthcare industry which relies solely on direct
patient involvement and radical differentiation from competitors.
A) Incorrect. Although the customer focused approach is sound, there is nothing in the case
study to indicate a need for radical innovation or disruption of the business. A future
focused approach is not the best option.
B) Correct. The case study describes an error-ridden, critical printing service and a strong
reliance on delivering printing output to patients. This is best handled by gaining control of
internal processes (operational approach) and involving the patients (customer touchpoints,
customer focused approach). There is nothing in the case study to indicate a need for radical
innovation or disruption of the business (future focused approach). (Literature: A, Chapter
3.5)
C) Incorrect. A purely internal approach, focusing solely on the printing issues, is insufficient to
overcome the challenges described and will not enable a more digital offering to patients.
D) Incorrect. There is nothing in the case study to indicate a need for radical innovation or
disruption of the business (future focused approach).
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True digital transformation involves the establishment and maturity of key capabilities, without
which sustained competitive advantage through continual transformation would not be
possible.
FCH’s strategic enablers include people, critical thinking, innovation, agility, information
technology and finance. These strategic enablers are missing an important capability.
What is the consequence of lacking this strategic capability?
A)
B)
C)
D)

Creating services deficient in value
Declining sales and market share
Delivering services with poor quality
Lacking consumer and employee trust

A) Correct. This is the consequence of missing the consumer centricity capability, which is not
included the FCH’s strategic enablers. (Literature: A, Chapter 3.7, figure 14)
B) Incorrect. This is the consequence of missing the strategic innovation capability, which is
captured in FCH’s strategic enablers (critical thinking, innovation).
C) Incorrect. This is the consequence of missing the operational excellence capability, which is
captured in FCH’s strategic enablers (people, critical thinking, agility, information
technology).
D) Incorrect. This is the consequence of missing leadership and governance capability, which is
captured in FCH’s strategic enablers (people, critical thinking, finance).
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The manager of the IT department in the insurance division has been in the company for a long
time. He has excellent technical knowledge on how to build new services and is an expert in
modern technology and innovative methods. He is the brain behind many of the IT services
used in the insurance division. He used to be a developer but was asked to take on the
responsibility as manager for the IT department two years ago. He must admit, these two years
have been challenging. He is still the only one that knows the technical aspects in depth, and he
often has to step into technical problem solving and take over the responsibility of his team
members. He supports the new vision of the company and is eager to take a lead in the digital
transformation.
Therefore, he suggests that top management establishes a role as Chief Digital Officer (CDO),
and he volunteers to take on this role himself. However, top management is not convinced he
has the required skills to be a digital leader.
In order to suit better as a digital leader, what could he best develop?
A)
B)
C)
D)

Communication skills and the ability to build strong relationships with external stakeholders
Digital awareness and the ability to understand the details of the technology involved
The ability to train people and do efficient experience exchange and knowledge transfer
The ability to provide autonomy and space for self-management to staff at all levels

A) Incorrect. The scenario does not indicate any special need for the IT manager to develop
these skills.
B) Incorrect. The IT manager already possesses these skills and does not need to develop them.
C) Incorrect. Even if this is important in the situation described, it is of a more general
character, and not described as one of the skills digital leaders need.
D) Correct. This is an important skill. The description shows that the IT manager does not give
much autonomy to his team. Another related skill is "the ability to delegate effectively,
avoiding micromanagement". (Literature: A, Chapter 4.3)
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The FCH top management team has approved three digital transformation initiatives for the
next year.
•
•

•

The first initiative is to identify synergies and possibilities to establish common processes and
tools in the HR area.
The second initiative is to reduce the number of software applications by 50%.
The third initiative will look at the printing service to increase the printing capacity and identify
alternative ways to provide copies of medical records to patient. This was proposed by the newly
recruited Chief Compliance Officer (CCO), who identified security issues in the current printing
system.

To keep an overall eye on the three initiatives, the top management team wants one person to
be in charge of the overall digital transformation program.
Who is the best candidate for this role?
A) The CCO, whose characteristics are:
•
•
•

has gained valuable experience in other companies;
is new to the company and can see the organization with a pair of fresh eyes;
has a broad overview of all requirements and regulations within all areas considering the
digital transformation.

B) The CFO, whose characteristics are:
•
•
•

has limited IT competences but a good understanding of how value is created;
is good at building relations due to excellent communication skills;
has been in the company for six years and has a good standing in the organization.

C) The HR manager in the insurance division, whose characteristics are:
•
•
•

has key competences within the HR processes;
with 'just do it' as her slogan, she is known as a strong manager who gets a lot of things done;
is expected to have spare capacity to as soon as the HR improvements are achieved.

D) The manager of the IT department in the insurance division, whose characteristics are:
•
•
•

has technical knowledge to build new services;
is more skilled in innovative methods and technologies than the IT manager in the medical
division;
even if he is quite new as a manager, he has 15 years of experience in the company.

A) Incorrect. A compliance role should be independent and cannot take on responsibilities for
projects in the organization. Especially not projects that later might need a compliance
check (segregation of duties).
B) Correct. The CFO is in the top management team and has the characteristics best suited as
an overall responsible/sponsor for the digital transformation program. It is recommended
that one of the top leadership roles in the organization takes charge of transformation
initiatives. This should be a charismatic enthusiast who is taken seriously by senior people.
The most essential skill is the ability to convince the Board to embrace, support and fund the
transformation program. (Literature: A, Chapter 4.5)
C) Incorrect. The HR-manager is too far down in the hierarchy. Besides that, the expectation to
have spare capacity is not a good enough reason to be assigned role as responsible for the
digital transformation program.
D) Incorrect. The manager of the IT department is too far down in the hierarchy, and technical
knowledge is not a good enough reason for choosing this candidate. Being ‘digitally aware
’ does not mean having the technical knowledge to build a new service using an innovative
method or technology, but instead means that one can describe how the innovation could
be applied to increase the value of a service.
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As FCH expands to provide a more diverse range of services to their customers, they will require
improvements to the digitization of their business operations. This means that they will
increasingly depend on sharing data within their existing hospitals and the hospitals that will be
merged, and within the clinics and other health care services. This will require a new approach
to acquiring and managing information and using that information wisely across the enterprise
in the form of corporate knowledge. Coordinating this effort will be the responsibility of the
Office for Strategic Development (OSD). The Head of the OSD has to evaluate a range of options
for this new approach.
What is the best policy for the Head of the OSD to choose?
A) A policy to capture as much corporate information as possible which is then stored digitally
B) A policy to codify captured information and analyze it for accuracy using sophisticated
computer-based analytical tools
C) A policy to extend existing information capturing across key operational processes and share
this information with all users at FCH
D) A policy to share, utilize and re-use information across the enterprise which is then stored
on digitally
A) Incorrect. This is only one aspect of information management (gathering), and as such it will
restrict the development of holistic knowledge management across the entire enterprise.
B) Correct. This policy is the best way to initiate the creation of a robust holistic knowledge
management system which will be useful across the entire enterprise. (Literature: A,
Chapter 7)
C) Incorrect. This policy restricts the use of information within the operational space and whilst
it can be useful as a quick-fix, it could inhibit the development of a more sophisticated
knowledge management system.
D) Incorrect. Whilst this is quite a sophisticated policy, it does not facilitate the development of
a holistic knowledge management system to be used across the entire enterprise.
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The manager of the Office of Strategic Development (OSD) needs all system-wide strategic
initiatives to be completed successfully. This is achievable if the level of collaboration within
FCH is high.
How can a high level of collaboration among the employees of FCH best be achieved?
A) Create a positive work environment by creating enough meeting rooms to encourage faceto-face meetings instead of virtual meetings
B) Have a destination application readily available in which a variety of multimedia content of
information facilitates interactions between employees
C) Instill collaboration behavior by instructing FCH's employees how to collaborate by changing
the way they work and communicate
D) Invite feedback, changes and other suggestions on how to improve tasks or functions in the
early stages of the conversation
A) Incorrect. The creation of a positive working environment is a necessary condition, but is not
in itself sufficient. A good collaboration tool that it is more effective and efficient than an email system is also needed.
B) Correct. A destination application is the tool employees must use to get work done. It is the
place employees go to first, to find out what is happening and to communicate with their
colleagues. It is important to not give employees an extra thing to do or another application
to use. Destination applications, providing or working towards a convergence of document
production, video, chat and conferencing, increase collaboration. (Literature: A, Chapter 6.6)
C) Incorrect. Instill a collaboration alone as a given instruction to collaborate is not an
appropriate approach. Leadership commitment is key, hence not having the involvement or
leadership on board, the initiative is prone to failure.
D) Incorrect. Inviting commentary and feedback too early in the conversation can be
obstructive. This can be time consuming to manage, especially if people are not aware of the
full picture.
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FCH has started to expand their proactive health program to a new community who comprises
of mostly middle-income families. Since previous initiatives in low- and middle-income
communities were successful, they decided to offer the same services in this community.
The targeted new community does not use the services offered. The management of the health
program wants to find the reason for this and improve the usage of their services by this
community.
What approach is most likely to yield better community participation?
A) Design and execute a marketing campaign that explains to households within the
community, what the benefits of proactive healthcare are and encourage them to use the
services provided by FCH. If the uptake of services provided remains low amongst
community members, consider other options including the option to close the clinic and try
it elsewhere, where the services are actually used.
B) Engage with the community about their healthcare needs and understand common factors
that may influence their choice of healthcare services. Based on feedback and insights
obtained, build a hypothesis on what services were likely to be used by the community. Run
an experiment to see if the theory holds true, if not develop another hypothesis and test
that until successful community participation is achieved.
C) Get the management of clinics with similar demographic where proactive health programs
work well together with the management of the new program to do a brainstorming
exercise. Generate ideas why the program does not work well in the community in question
and use the insight obtained to decide which products or services should and should not be
offered in this community.
D) Use a survey to ask community members which of the services already offered by FCH, they
would most likely use and why. Based on the feedback, decide which services should be
provided to the community and consider withdrawing services for which there is a low
appetite. If the uptake remains low, do another survey and ask community members why
they do not use services.
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A) Incorrect. This response assumes that the solution is obvious and that using predefined
processes and procedures will solve the problem or give the necessary insight. The problem
faced, however, is not apparent but instead bordering between the complicated and
complex domain of Cynefin.
B) Correct. This problem is more likely a complex than a complicated problem. The correct
response is to get a sense of what is happening in the community and talking and engaging
with the community is a good start. A number of techniques can be used to come up with a
theory of which services are likely to work, and as long as the techniques are based on the
understanding of the community, the likelihood that a working hypothesis can be developed
is high. Going back to the community to ask them whether the hypothesis is correct, is one
way of testing it, but most probably, it would be better to offer the services and see the
response by the community to the services offered. With complex problems, the likelihood
that our understanding the first time around is perfect is low, experimentation and iteration
is a better response. Also, see Lean Start-up for ideas to solve complex problems.
(Literature: A, Chapter 9.1.1 and 9.4)
C) Incorrect. The answer is not complete. Dealing with this problem as a Complicated problem
may well yield some valuable insights, but assuming subject matter experts can solve the
problem is not a good strategy. Brainstorming can be used but not before all participants
have a greater understanding of the dynamics at play in the community. By involving
managers of areas where the program worked, you are assuming that income and social
status make a homogeneous stakeholder group. This assumption is blatantly wrong. Factors
such as culture, beliefs, aspirations and other behavioral factors can have a considerable
impact on the success of a product or a service in a specific market. It is proven that
behavioral patterns are far more helpful when doing segmentation that factors like race,
gender, income, profession etc.
D) Incorrect. This response is a better response than the previous one, as there is a realization
that the answer lies with a better understanding of the community's needs. The problem
with this answer is FCH's approach and response. Management assumes that current
services will fulfill a need and secondly, community members' only response here is to
choose from an existing list of services. Management assumes that they are dealing with a
problem in the ordered domain, which in this case is not true. Assuming that because
services worked in one middle-income community, they would also work in another, is a
flawed assumption. There may be an infinite number of other variables that may explain the
lack of uptake. The response seems obvious, but the question we are trying to answer is not.
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One of FCH's strategic initiatives is rapidly expanding proactive health programming to several
other groups in the community, through partnership with various private and public-sector
businesses. To promote this initiative, FCH wants to use appropriate tools and techniques to
define FCH's unique organizational approach to understanding digital optimization and
transformation opportunities.
What is the best suited approach in this context?
A) Business Innovation Circles (BIC); using different techniques in a controlled innovation
process
B) Competitive intelligence; gathering actionable data about FCH's competitive environments
C) Lean Start-up; starting to supply existing services to new consumers in a separate
environment
D) Innovator's Dilemma; giving insight in the best way to embark on the intended expansion of
services
A) Correct. BIC can be used as a controlled practice for rapid product/service innovation, to
establish FCH's unique organizational approach in relation to opportunities,
feasibility/soundness, market needs and competition. (Literature: A, Chapter 9.5)
B) Incorrect. Competitive analysis is not best suited in this context as it would only address a
part. However, it may be one of the practices as part of total approach.
C) Incorrect. Lean Start-up is not best suited for this context, because it is usually meant for
development of new (often disruptive) services, not for expanding existing services.
D) Incorrect. The Innovator's Dilemma is best suited when faced with disruptors, which is not
the case in this context.
11 / 40
FCH wants to deal with its legacy of the past concerning uncontrolled growth of applications
and technology solutions. The merger of 15 years ago when the mottos were "just keep things
running - give them whatever they want", is still felt in the FCH organization while today's
policies fight this effect of uncontrolled growth. The impact of this legacy is still experienced as
an obstacle to progress.
What is the best way for FCH to make sure that all aspects of this obstacle are addressed?
A) By asking the 5 why's to answer “why this occurred?” which brings up the underlying
causes of the obstacle in a number of (usually five) iterations
B) By basing the current tough policies towards uncontrolled growth of applications on root
cause analysis with current stakeholders
C) By collecting theories about root causes, plotting major categories with possible causes in a
fishbone diagram to identify likely actionable root causes
D) By establishing the root causes with staff that was involved at the time of the merger in a
brainstorm session and get to the bottom of the legacy problem
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A) Incorrect. The 5 why’s may be a technique to get to underlying causes but it is not the best
way. This context, a problem that developed in 15 years, requires a more thorough cause
and effect analysis with former and current stakeholders.
B) Incorrect. Continuing current policies may not the best way to address all aspects in this
context.
C) Correct. This is the best answer in this context which describes the Ishikawa diagram tool
and identifies actionable causes of the legacy (the effect). (Literature: A, Chapter 9.6.2)
D) Incorrect. Only involving staff that was involved at the time of the merger is not enough to
identify the right actions that solve todays’ legacy.

12 / 40
FCH operates within a highly competitive health care sector in the United States. As a health
care provider, FCH has to ensure the security of its patient data and comply with complex
regulatory rules, especially regarding patient safety and care. FCH today is fairly stable and
static, but as it expands into new market segments, the health care professionals who work at
FCH are worried that these changes have an adverse effect on patient welfare. They have
voiced their concerns to the CEO and are demanding that FCH makes assurances that they are
doing all they can to deal with these issues.
The CEO must now make a decision on the best tools and techniques to use in order to make
the most of the transformational opportunities whilst ensuring that key safety issues are not
compromised when addressing the concerns of the health care professionals.
What would provide the best solution for FCH given these circumstances?
A) Conducting affinity mapping in order to provide better contextual evidence of current
patient safety and data security concerns
B) Creating a Value Proposition Canvas in order to better understand and observe customers
and their requirements
C) Exploring different customer requirements using complex journey mapping activities in
order to strengthen service offerings
D) Using FCH’s transactional data in order to better understand the changing requirements of
its customers and stakeholders
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A) Incorrect. Affinity mapping is a very useful technique especially when organizations need to
understand how data is used in a contextual sense. It also enables staff, customers and
stakeholders to become immersed in the data and provide otherwise unknown insights. In
this sense FCH already has sophisticated mechanisms to understand its data in the context
of patient safety and security and as such it would not provide for a more robust approach.
B) Incorrect. This is an extremely valuable tool when designing new and changed services, with
particular regard to the value proposition and the customer segment. Regarding use in FCH,
on its own it will provide the C-suite managers with evidence of changing and evolving
circumstances, but it would not be able to easily tease out all circumstances regarding
patient safety, health care challenges and data management.
C) Correct. If conducted properly, this technique provides in-depth analysis of all customer and
service requirements. Through role playing it will enable different actors and personas to
interact with each other along the customer journey. As such it will help provide a
sophisticated blueprint which can be used to tease out evidence of potential health care
failure and data security. It can help illuminate on customer interactions and touch points
with the health care providers. Alongside other techniques, it will provide a robust solution
at FCH. (Literature: A, Chapter 9.6)
D) Incorrect. This technique would no doubt be very useful for FCH as it would enable it to
better respond to customer requirements and enhance the value streams it currently
provides. However, it would not allow FCH to complete a thorough analysis particularly
regarding patient safety and well-being and security of data.

13 / 40
FCH has conducted a PESTEL analysis to understand the external factors affecting their business.
A number of emerging and prevailing technological practices were identified, that could benefit
their service management capability and maturity.
What should FCH do next?
A)
B)
C)
D)

Conduct a SWOT analysis
Implement a managed print solution
Recruit additional help desk staff
Upgrade data center storage capacity
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A) Correct. The PESTEL analysis will only identify external factors affecting potential
improvements (opportunities) to the technical and service management landscape. These
should feed into an internal SWOT analysis so that potential risks (threats) can be identified
as well as what is working well (strengths) and what not so well (weaknesses). This will help
quantify and prioritize improvement initiatives and their benefits and so shape strategy and
plans. (Literature: A, Chapter 10.6.2)
B) Incorrect. Availability of the critical print service is inadequate (93.2%) and so could be an
ideal candidate for a service improvement initiative. However, this should not be rushed into
without first understanding the implications on business processes, the culture and diverse
working practices of the organization, and producing a business case.
C) Incorrect. The number of calls to the help desk has doubled in the last two years with no
increase in staff. Service levels have dropped, and customer satisfaction is at an all-time low.
However, additional staff is not necessarily the answer. FCH should consider alternatives,
such as: a) improving knowledge management (which is uncoordinated and inconsistent), b)
adopting Shift Left techniques (the six-layer model as described in literature reference
10.6.1) as the self-service capability is currently under-used. This would improve call wait
times and the abandon rate that are currently causing consumer dissatisfaction.
D) Incorrect. Although FCH has 14 Petabytes of data and it is rapidly growing, storage is not an
issue in any of the data centers and capacity management tools are in place to monitor and
manage throughput and utilization of resources.
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For some time now, one of FCH’s strategic initiatives has been ‘continue to growth’ by seizing
the opportunity to merge new hospitals into the current organization. However, competition in
the health sector is fierce, and as such FCH's strategic plan will start with merging local clinics in
the direct vicinities. FCH's management is confident of its strong market position and has
decided to perform a SWOT analysis with its own members as participants.
What will have the most negative impact on the outcome of the SWOT analysis?
A)
B)
C)
D)

When benchmark information about health market and competition is unavailable
When benchmark information about health market is outdated and therefore misleading
When stakeholders who participate in the analysis are subject to bias and subjectivity
When stakeholders who participate in the analysis do not represent the whole organization

A) Incorrect. This may be an issue when doing a SWOT analysis, but the problem can be
eliminated by adding knowledge about the health market by participants.
B) Incorrect. This may be an issue when doing a SWOT analysis, but the problem can be
eliminated by adding knowledge about recent developments by participants.
C) Correct. Risks of generating outcomes of the SWOT analysis, that draw wrong conclusions
are substantial. (Literature: A, Chapter 10.6.2)
D) Incorrect. Participants do not have to represent the organization, they have to know the
organization, its products and services, market and competition.
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The Office of Strategic Development (OSD) has chosen Porter’s 5 Forces as an analysis
technique.
What should the OSD consider before using this technique?
A) Ensure that all customers, suppliers, competitors and new entrants of all business units are
included in a single organizational analysis
B) Make certain that a separate Porter's 5 Forces analysis is done for each part of FCH as it is
evident that each hospital, clinic or department is unique
C) Reconsider their choice of using Porter’s 5 Forces, because the technique was designed for
use in a more homogeneous environment
D) Understand differences between all units in FCH before deciding to do Porter's 5 Forces for
the whole organization or for a line of business
A) Incorrect. The assumption that competitive forces are universal or at least homogeneous
within the FCH group would be erroneous. Business units are quite diverse, and it would be
doubtful that the competitive forces they are exposed to are universal. It is, however,
essential to make sure that all customers, suppliers, competitors and new entrants of all the
business units are included in the analysis.
B) Incorrect. It would be a strategic mistake to make assumptions like this. The OSD's best
course of action would be to first understand the differences and similarities between
business units before deciding if and how the analysis should be segmented.
C) Incorrect. Although the use of Porter's 5 Forces analysis is much more straightforward in
homogeneous environments, it is by no means only useful under such conditions. The
technique is intended to provide insight into an organization's competitive position, and
even realizing that the forces influencing different parts of the business are different, in
itself is a useful insight.
D) Correct. It would be prudent to look at segmentation within the FCH group before the OSD
attempts to do an overarching Porter's 5 Forces assessment. If the OSD finds that one or
more business units are substantially different to others (e.g. the influence of any of the
forces differ considerably), it would be best to do a separate assessment for that part of the
business. (Literature: A, Chapter 10.6)
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Within FCH, the HR capabilities are divided across two departments: a health insurance and a
medical department. Similar divisions apply to the current FCH Financial and IT capabilities. The
Board of Directors expresses a vision about removing the negative consequences of these
divisions for consumers, by introducing an improved organizational portfolio.
Which organizational portfolio contributes to the accomplishment of this vision?
A) A portfolio of coherent organizational behavior campaigns that teaches the different HR,
Finance and IT departments to collaborate.
B) A portfolio of medical products and services that fully integrates handling the insurance
aspects without having to bother the consumer.
C) A portfolio of measures for evaluating, directing and monitoring, that addresses the
consequences of dividing similar capabilities across multiple departments.
D) A portfolio of three projects, one for HR, Finance and IT each, that integrates processes and
systems of the insurance and medical divisions.
A) Incorrect. An organizational portfolio is about products and services of the organization, not
about organizational behavior.
B) Correct. An organizational portfolio is about products and services of the organization,
including value streams and resources, that lead to accomplishment of the organization's
mission and vision. (Literature: A, Chapter 10.2 and 10.3)
C) Incorrect. An organizational portfolio is about products and services of the organization, not
about evaluating, directive and monitoring measures.
D) Incorrect. An organizational portfolio is about products and services of the organization, not
about projects focused on the internal organization.
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Within the Office for Strategic Development (OSD) at FCH, a task force has been set up to better
recognize the most important value streams. This is especially relevant as it works towards
achieving FCH's 2025 target to be a nationally recognized leader of health care provision. The
potential merger of up to three hospitals in the immediate future will require the adoption of
an appropriate enterprise-wide governance approach in order to ensure that value to its
customers is not diminished. In this regard the OSD has decided to develop an organizational
portfolio in order to ensure that FCH understands the resources and capabilities it requires in
the lead up to 2025.
How can FCH best ensure a successful implementation of an organizational portfolio?
A) Conduct an analysis in order to better understand the differences between the current
capabilities within FCH and likely future requirements
B) Develop appropriate governance strategies and policies in order to ensure key objectives are
met regarding FCH's plans for national recognition
C) Ensure the current capabilities are well understood in order to take into account the existing
capabilities of the hospitals in the merger plan
D) Set up Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) in order to initiate conformance and performance
targets mapped against the organizational strategy
A) Incorrect. This approach is partly correct as it ensures appropriate evaluation of the current
status, but it can only show likely capabilities and resources of the merged hospitals in the
future. It will only enable predictions and (as such) is only a partial evaluation.
B) Incorrect. This is an important part of governance, but in order to create the strategies and
policies FCH needs to undertake a more complete evaluation. This approach is under the
category of direction only and as such it will be achieved once FCH understands what needs
to be done through analyzing its current and future capabilities. This has to include the
resources it has available and what it needs in the future.
C) Correct. This approach ensures appropriate evaluation of the current status at FCH and
actual capabilities of the hospitals in the merger plan. Therefore, FCH will be better placed
to meet its 2025 target. This approach identifies what needs to be done in order to set up
appropriate governance procedures in order to create a solid foundation upon which the
organizational portfolio can operate. (Literature: A, Chapters 10.2 and 10.3)
D) Incorrect. It will be impossible to set up KPIs at this stage as FCH will not have a full
appreciation of the capabilities and resources it actually needs in support of its
organizational portfolio. KPIs only measure performance and must be set up in support of
Critical Success Factors (CSFs) which have not yet been identified.
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FCH has started an initiative to establish the organizational portfolio for the company. At the
Women’s Health hospital, one of the most critical services is the service regarding the
diagnosis of fertility problems.
What is needed for this service to be included in the organizational portfolio?
A) A brief customer-focused description of what the service can do for the customer, and how
a woman with a need for a diagnosis on fertility problems can order it.
B) An understanding of the end-to-end process steps, resources and capabilities needed to
meet the need of a woman from the moment she enters the hospital until diagnosis is set.
C) An understanding of how this service is designed, with a mapping of all the underlying
technical components that contribute to this service to create value.
D) An understanding of the underpinning Service Management Principles, processes and tools
needed to support the service in an end-to-end perspective.
A) Incorrect. This is more a description of a service catalog. It does not support the purpose of
how an organizational portfolio is defined in VeriSM™.
B) Correct. This is about the value stream and the organizational resources and capabilities
needed for the aforementioned service and that supports the purpose of the organizational
portfolio. (Literature: A, Chapter 10.3)
C) Incorrect. A configuration database alone will not ensure the organization understands the
value stream of the service. VeriSM™ recommends the portfolio to be managed around
value streams rather than individual technologies, products or services.
D) Incorrect. This is more a description of a service management tool and does not support the
purpose of how an organizational portfolio is defined in VeriSM™.
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FCH has multiple internal and external issues and initiatives. An example of this are the help
desk issues and losing the JCAHO rating after the 30-days grace period. Additionally, there are
upcoming events that are critical to the viability of FCH. The Office of Strategic Development
(OSD), while relatively new, is overwhelmed with the multitude of events and issues that must
be addressed.
Following the VeriSM™ model, what should be the next steps for FCH?
A) Address the hospital that is at risk OF losing their JCAHO rating immediately and produce a
plan that will address all nonconformities within the 30 days that are allowed by the JCAHO
auditing process.
Simultaneously, begin the development of a draft organizational portfolio that reflects FCH
’s strategy and principles that should be confirmed by stakeholders.
Lastly, use the portfolio and other resources to complete an initial Management Mesh,
representing an organizational view of what is available within FCH.
B) Address the urgency of the upcoming audit and the impact of a hospital losing its JCAHO
rating by hiring additional contractors and staff to address the shortcomings.
Secondly, once the audit has passed, address the many difficulties within the IT capability
and specifically the help desk and the data center consolidation initiatives within the 30
days.
Lastly, create new policies to address the demand for economic transparency of IT
operations.
C) Knowing the audit will produce nonconformities, produce a plan to address all these issues
using guidance from internal and external auditors within the grace period that is allowed by
the JCAHO auditing process.
Secondly, confirm stakeholder direction and re-evaluate the current plans to ensure the
appropriate priorities as well as resource investment.
Lastly, confirm the application of the Service Management Principles to the decision-making
process.
D) Knowing the criticality of the upcoming audit for one of its hospitals, push additional
resources to that activity in order to keep the JCAHO rating and address the areas of
nonconformance.
Simultaneously, address the help desk and bring in additional agents to handle the
increasing call load.
Lastly, ask the stakeholders to prepare public statements to address the current difficulties
and the plans to mitigate their impact.
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A) Correct. Maintaining hospital accreditation is business-critical; not only from a revenue and
compliance perspective but also from a reputation and brand equity perspective. This
answer provides a proactive plan for the audit and hospital accreditation situation. The
development of an organizational portfolio based in FCH’s strategy and principles is a
logical step forward. Understanding what is currently being delivered as well as what is in
development and the resources that are available is sensible in order to effectively develop
a plan to address the current issues as well as the overall strategic plans of FCH. (Literature:
A, Chapter 11, figure 51 and figure 52)
B) Incorrect. Adding additional staff is never a permanent solution. In fact, all suggestions in
this answer are only workarounds or temporary in nature. There is no proactive planning, no
discovery or understanding of current resource use and no transparency of actions with the
stakeholders.
C) Incorrect. This answer is proactive in nature in how the OSD plans are to deal with the audit
and hospital accreditation situation. Stakeholder involvement is good as is the application of
the defined service management principles to the decision-making process. What is missing
is understanding what is currently available in the organization.
D) Incorrect. This answer is too operational in nature. While addressing the hospital
accreditation and the upcoming audit would be a priority, adding additional agents at the h
desk to assist with the call volume is only a temporary solution. There is no mention of
defining or enforcing the governing principles or polices though this answer does mention
confirming actions with the stakeholders.
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As FCH continues to adopt and adapt the VeriSM™ model, the activities of the Define stage have
been the most useful as decisions and actions are assessed and actioned based on enterprise
governance and the Service Management Principles. Additionally, the use of the Management
Mesh has allowed FCH to accurately apply resources but also utilize the appropriate
management practices and emerging technologies as required by consumers. As a new product
or service progresses through the VeriSM™ model, multiple views of the Management Mesh are
produced.
The illustrative Mesh views are:
1.

2.
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3.

4.

Which two views are developed within the Define stage?
A)
B)
C)
D)

1 and 2
1 and 3
2 and 4
3 and 4
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A) Incorrect. View 1 illustrates gaps, which is correct, but view 2 illustrates the updated
organizational view, which is not created until the product or service has been produced.
The Define stage views should be requirements (view 3) and the gap view (view 1).
B) Correct. View 1 illustrates gaps and view 3 illustrates requirements. (Literature: A, Chapter
12, figure 54)
C) Incorrect. View 2 illustrates the updated organizational view and view 4 illustrates the
current view, both of which are incorrect for the Define stage. The Define stage views should
be requirements (view 3) and the gap view (view 1).
D) Incorrect. View 3 illustrates requirements, which is correct, but view 4 illustrates the current
view. The Define stage views should be requirements (view 3) and the gap view (view 1).
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As FCH expands its medical service offerings to include dental practices, it has approved the
development of a school-based oral health program. As children join the program, they are
given access to an online software application that monitors their dental healthcare activities
(twice daily brushing, daily flossing, using an oral rinse for cavity prevention, and documenting
the soda/sugar intake). Prizes are awarded based on conformance to the stated standards. The
application can be accessed via a laptop, tablet or smartphone.
Evaluate the following plans for developing the organizational view of the Management Mesh
to support this new initiative.
Which plan follows the guidance of VeriSM™?
A) Start with gathering information on assets, suppliers and budget because what is needed for
the plan might be already available. Next, assess the regulatory or legislative controls for
such a healthcare activity and the operational processes and tools in place. Then, capture
current management practices. Finally, note the available digital technologies.
B) Start with identifying the in-place technologies and architecture and make sure the large
amount of data that will be generated in this project can be processed and used for analysis
purposes. Next, progress to the current management practices. Then, identify the relevant
regulatory controls. Finally, define the budget for each of the stages in this program.
C) Start with interviewing procurement staff and staff within the IT capability to understand
resources and available technologies. Next, IT staff should define the enterprise
management practices. Then, question HR and Legal to discover current regulatory
requirements. Finally, HR should check whether the culture in the organization needs to
change.
D) Start with making an inventory of the technological capabilities of FCH because the app will
be the interface with the consumer and must be both functional and innovative. Next,
capture information on human capabilities, specifically the app developers. Then, plot the
current management practices in the picture. Finally, check the legislative requirements.
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A) Correct. This plan follows the recommended counterclockwise development of the
Management Mesh: resources, environment, management practices, and emerging
technologies. (Literature: A, Chapter 12)
B) Incorrect. This plan touches elements across all Mesh elements but does not follow the
recommended counterclockwise pattern, therefore risking an unbalanced approach.
C) Incorrect. This plan touches elements across all four sides of the Mesh but does not follow
the recommended counterclockwise discovery.
D) Incorrect. This plan has a functional focus that does not include all aspects of the Mesh. This
plan does not follow the recommended counterclockwise discovery.
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A number of new strategic initiatives have been proposed at FCH and the leadership team has
decided to utilize an Option Space tool to analyze them and help support their investment
decisions.
The options can be plotted on a grid as follows:

The initiatives that are being analyzed are:
A. Merge six new regional clinics into the current organization, with a trusted partner with
whom success has been achieved earlier. The partner has already developed outline plans and
has supported other health organizations successfully.
B. Expand early-year health education to the communities through partnership with various
public and private sector businesses. This is a relatively low-cost activity and can be run
alongside the proactive health monitoring initiative.
C. Upgrade the Electronic Medical Record (EMR) system within three months. This will become
a mandatory requirement within two years, but service providers are offering huge cost
reductions to early adopters.
D. Develop a ‘Health TV’ YouTube channel to provide health and fitness advice to FCH’s
customers.
E. Develop a new mobile app to support a range of customer facing services, such as
appointment selection, results availability notifications and payments.
F. Invest in a ‘follow me’ printing strategy.
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What would be the most appropriate position for all initiatives, relative to the investment?
A) Region 1: A, C
Region 2: F
Region 3: Region 4: B
Region 5: D, E
Region 6: B) Region 1: F
Region 2: Region 3: Region 4: B, C, E
Region 5: A
Region 6: D
C) Region 1: F
Region 2: C, E
Region 3: A
Region 4: B
Region 5: Region 6: D
D) Region 1: Region 2: A
Region 3: B
Region 4: C, E
Region 5: F
Region 6: D
A) Correct. This is the best answer since it is aligned to both the timing and strategic focus of
FCH. It also addresses service concerns and offers reasonable options that, although not
directly listed in the case study, are appropriate based for FCH. Initiatives A and C are
aligned to the strategic initiatives of growth and the EMR upgrade (i.e. region 1 or 2).
Initiative B is low cost and aligned to an existing initiative so whilst there is no immediate
need it is certainly worthy of consideration (region 3 or 4). Initiative D is not mentioned as a
requirement and given the organizations wide ranging age demographic likely has limited
appeal (region 5 or 6). Initiative E is not mentioned as a requirement but in the context of
digital transformation ambition this might be worth considering (region 4 or 5). Printing
(initiative F) is a critical service and print disruptions have been an ongoing concern that
need attention (region 1 or 2). (Literature: A, Chapter 13.1)
B) Incorrect. The region choices are not aligned with FCH’s strategic initiatives and business
challenges, especially initiatives A and C, which are aligned to the strategic initiatives of
growth and the EMR upgrade. Therefore, they should be in region 1 or 2.
C) Incorrect. The region choices are not aligned with FCH’s strategic initiatives and business
challenges, especially initiative E, which is not mentioned as a requirement and would only
be worth considering as part of the digital transformation. Therefore, this should be in
region 4 or 5.
D) Incorrect. The region choices are not aligned with FCH’s strategic initiatives and business
challenges, especially the printing strategy (initiative F), which is a critical service and print
disruptions have been an ongoing concern that need attention. Therefore, this should be in
region 1 or 2.
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Multiple strategic initiatives are currently under review within FCH and several more have been
suggested. Those initiatives include:
A. Continue to meet the criteria of Accountable Care Organizations;
B. Acquire and merge one to three new hospitals;
C. Expansion of the proactive health programming;
D. Upgrade the Electronic Medical Record (EMR) system;
E. Upgrade the inpatient revenue system;
F. Create an Enterprise Compliance Office;
G. Develop new robotic medical procedures with the research and medical school partners;
H. Develop telemedicine capabilities for remote patient care.
Based on the current mission, vision, and the strategic initiatives, which Opportunity Portfolio
best reflects the investment options for FCH?
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A)

B)
C)
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D)
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A) Incorrect. The mapping should be:
A. Core (improvements to existing products or services or necessary core functionality)
B. Expanding (expands the current products or services to a related/new market)
C. Expanding (expands the current products or services to a related/new market) or
Positioning (the market is known but the organization is uncertain whether it has the
necessary resources to deliver)
D. Core
E. Core
F. Core
G. Stepping stone (market is uncertain as is the capability to fulfill it)
H. Scouting (organization has the capabilities, but the potential market is uncertain).
B) Incorrect. The mapping should be:
A. Core (improvements to existing products or services or necessary core functionality)
B. Expanding (expands the current products or services to a related/new market)
C. Expanding (expands the current products or services to a related/new market) or
Positioning (the market is known but the organization is uncertain whether it has the
necessary resources to deliver)
D. Core
E. Core
F. Core
G. Stepping stone (market is uncertain as is the capability to fulfill it)
H. Scouting (organization has the capabilities, but the potential market is uncertain).
C) Incorrect. The mapping should be:
A. Core (improvements to existing products or services or necessary core functionality)
B. Expanding (expands the current products or services to a related/new market)
C. Expanding (expands the current products or services to a related/new market) or
Positioning (the market is known but the organization is uncertain whether it has the
necessary resources to deliver)
D. Core
E. Core
F. Core
G. Stepping stone (market is uncertain as is the capability to fulfill it)
H. Scouting (organization has the capabilities, but the potential market is uncertain).
D) Correct. The initiatives should be mapped like this. (Literature: A, Chapter 13.2)
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The CEO of FCH has requested the Office of Strategic Development (OSD) to categorize and
analyze all of its strategic initiatives in order to ensure that the effects of the new initiatives are
appropriately understood in light of current operational offerings.
How can the OSD best categorize and analyze the strategic initiatives to make an appropriate
recommendation to the CEO?
A) As both market and capabilities are uncertain, the Opportunity Portfolio will best assist the
OSD in determining which of the initiatives to use for Positioning, and which for Scouting.
B) Due to the high uncertainty of the market, the strategic initiatives will be placed in the
Stepping Stone zone of the Opportunity Portfolio, initially probing the market by making
only small investments.
C) The Option Space tool will provide the OSD with the clearest overview, as the most
important aspect of analyzing the strategic initiatives is to determine which initiative to
launch first.
D) Using the Run-Grow-Transform model will produce the best recommendation, enabling the
OSD to inform the CEO that most of the initiatives belong to the Run area, focusing
insufficiently on the long term.
A) Incorrect. The Positioning zone of the Opportunity Portfolio is low on capability uncertainty,
whereas the Scouting zone is low on market uncertainty. Further, the issue with the
strategic initiatives is a lack of focus on long-term strategic development with most of them
concerning 'keeping the lights on'.
B) Incorrect. Although the answer is theoretically sound, it fails to take into consideration the
fact that most of the strategic initiatives are concerned with keeping the current operations
running rather than focusing on long-term development.
C) Incorrect. Which initiative to launch first is not the issue here. Rather, focus should be on
initiatives which provide long-term operational viability, and which will be required for the
long-term survival of FCH.
D) Correct. The initiatives on meeting the criteria for Accountable Care Organizations (1),
upgrading the EMR (4), upgrading the inpatient revenue systems (5) and creating an
Enterprise Compliance Office (6) are concerned with the Run area. The other two areas each
have one initiative. Continue to grow (2) belongs to Grow and expand proactive health
programming (3) belongs to Transform. The overweight of the Run area is clear when
viewing the initiatives through the Run-Grow-Transform lens. The lack of initiatives in the
Transform area leads to insecurity on the long-term health of the organization. (Literature:
A, Chapter 13)
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The telemedicine functionality will be used to support community healthcare within senior
facilities. Telemedicine is about using telecommunication and information technology to
provide remote clinical healthcare. The telemedicine team has gathered a sample group of
users from the "Happy Days Senior Community". This sample group will discuss the program
and will help to capture how they would utilize the service. After several meetings, the
following user stories are collected and refined:
1. As a user of the telemedicine program, I want 24-hour face-to-face access, so I can trust the
orders given.
2. As a nurse at Happy Days, I want clear directions from the remote physician, so I can help
those in need.
3. As the Director for Happy Days, I want a telemedicine program for my residents, so we can
reduce onsite staff but still provide access to excellent health services.
4. As a resident of Happy Days, I have lots of questions about my health and I want immediate
answers from an expert, so I can live a healthier life.
5. As a nurse at Happy Days, I want an easy and intuitive method to transmit recorded health
history to the correct specialist, so the patient can get the care quickly and efficiently.
What are the next steps in the process of iterative requirement gathering?
A) Confirm and prioritize the accepted user stories and define measurements for each
requirement. The designer notes should be captured, and the sprints should be planned to
deliver the service within the defined timeframe.
B) Continue conversations between Happy Days and the telemedicine team and reach an
agreement. The project leader should determine the order and deliveries of the sprints to
ensure the service will be available in the defined timeframe.
C) Create a plan and budget, so all requirements will be included in the final delivery. The plan
should include technical specifications, measurements and training requirements so Happy
Days' residents and staff are able to utilize it.
D) Focus on the definition of the technical specifications and sourcing options by the technical
specialists. A single plan and design should be created in order to deliver the complete
service within the defined timeframe.
A) Correct. This answer follows the three Cs (card, conversation, confirmation), user card
information (statement, priority, estimated effort, designer notes) and the next steps for an
Agile delivery (high-level perspective). (Literature: A, Chapter 14.3.2)
B) Incorrect. Ongoing conversations, while part of the Agile management method, will have a
stopping point and these user stories have already been discussed and refined. There is an
implied sprint-like delivery, but the order should be determined via agreed prioritization, not
solely by the project leader.
C) Incorrect. While the user stories are complete, confirmation and prioritization have not been
included. The plan has good elements (measurements, training), but there is no mention of
Agile management methods (using the backlog to define the next sprint).
D) Incorrect. While the user stories are complete, confirmation and prioritization have not been
included. Estimated effort and designer notes were not captured to ensure the achievement
of the requirement. Agile management methods were not planned or followed (single
delivery of the service).
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Several requirements have been gathered for a new telemedicine service at FCH. One user story
was:
"As a user of the telemedicine service with limited mobility, I want my monitored vital signs
available for review and action by my physician to reduce or eliminate routine office visits."
What will be the outcome of analyzing this user story using the INVEST acronym?
A)
B)
C)
D)

This user story does not fulfill the Independent property.
This user story does not fulfill the Small and Testable properties.
This user story fulfills all INVEST properties.
This user story fulfills only the Independent, Small and Testable properties.

A) Incorrect. The user story fulfills all INVEST properties. Remote monitoring is a single,
standalone element of the service.
B) Incorrect. The user story fulfills all INVEST properties. Capturing and delivering monitoring
information can be delivered in a single iteration (Small) and is certainly Testable.
C) Correct. This user story fulfills all INVEST properties. (Literature: A, Chapter 14.4)
D) Incorrect. The user story fulfills all INVEST properties. This is an Independent story that is
Small and Testable.
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FCH’s printing architecture is antiquated and experiences daily service disruptions. These
disruptions delay the discharge of patients from the emergency room, various clinics and
hospital facilities. There is an initiative to improve this functionality.
How can FCH best gather requirements to improve this functionality?
A) Create a prototype solution, then allow various consumer groups to review it and make
changes until the final solution is satisfactory
B) Set up focus group discussions with patients and auditors, undertake observation and run
requirement workshops
C) Run multiple brainstorming sessions using representatives from the affected consumers of
the service and utilize the top results to formulate a solution
D) Use the findings from the hospital-based discharge survey and confirm these with randomly
selected individuals who completed the survey via interviews
A) Incorrect. This solution focuses solely on the consumer with no input from other
organizational capabilities. To be correct, other methods should be included.
B) Correct. A focus group discussion with patients and auditors will provide information about
the impact of delays when the service is down. It will also provide an understanding of how
the patient would like to receive the information as well as ensure regulatory requirements
are met. Observation (how, where and when are printers used) allows the designers to
understand the process of discharging patients in various environments and therefore
stimulate innovative thinking for better requirements. Completing this activity with a
requirements workshop, the designers/architects can gather and analyze the information
allowing them to deliver an innovative yet compliant solution. (Literature: A, Chapter 14.2.1)
C) Incorrect. This could be a viable solution but the effort to run these sessions and then to
compile the information does not make this the most effective solution. Additionally, the
gathered view only represents the consumers of the service – what about the view of the
provider?
D) Incorrect. This solution focuses solely on the consumer with no input from other
organizational capabilities. There is also a risk here when considering who answers surveys
(usually those who are very happy or very disappointed), thus requirements might be
skewed. To be correct, other methods should be included.
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One of FCH’s strategic initiatives is to upgrade its Electronic Medical Record (EMR) system to
comply with ‘Meaningful Use Stages 1 and 2 requirements’. As such this initiative relies
heavily on optimizing FCH’s current IT infrastructure and implementing a new set of
technologies. Therefore, the CIO will need to decide on what to do.
Which set of technologies is most relevant to FCH in this context?
A)
B)
C)
D)

Cloud, Containerization, Machine Learning
Mobile Computing, Robotic Process Automation (RPA), Internet of Things (IoT)
Serverless Computing, Automation, Big Data
Virtualization, Artificial Intelligence (AI), Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)

A) Incorrect. Containerization and Cloud are technologies that are relevant to a modern IT
infrastructure. This applies to a lesser extent to Machine Learning.
B) Incorrect. RPA can be a relevant technology for the ongoing consolidation of data centers.
Mobile computing can possibly be used in combination with EMR. However, IoT is not
relevant in this context.
C) Correct. FCH is in the process of consolidating the current twelve data centers by building a
new data center centrally located to the two main trauma hospitals. In modern data centers,
Automation and Serverless Computing (especially in combination with private cloud) are
very relevant technologies. In addition, responsible use of Big Data technology is relevant for
data stored in the EMRs. (Literature: A, Chapter 14.5.2)
D) Incorrect. Virtualization will be a relevant technology for the ongoing consolidation of data
centers. AI can be used when analyzing data in the EMRs. However, BYOD is not relevant in
this context.
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An external consultant has been invited to facilitate a meeting with a multidisciplinary team in
FCH. The objective of the team is to reach an agreement on the approach to use when
considering and selecting appropriate practices and technologies during the construction of the
Management Mesh. It is the consultant’s task to summarize a list of possible options.
After 45 minutes of active discussions, the consultant summarizes and presents back to the
team a list of alternatives.
While creating the Management Mesh, what is the best approach to choose the appropriate
management practice or technology?
A) Adopt a technology-based approach because this approach responds well to business
challenges and drives the technology required to support FCH's digital transformation
efforts.
B) Perform a situational analysis because this analysis considers the capabilities and expected
outcomes of FCH, providing a variety of alternatives when choosing a management practice.
C) Select the state-of-the-art technology because financial management assures that the costs
are within budget of investments and that associated risks are minimized if this technology
is adopted.
D) Take the latest management practice because this will bring success in attaining the
outcomes expected by FCH, and ultimately the practice will shape team collaboration and
behavior.
A) Incorrect. Adopting a technology-first approach often leads to short-sighted thinking. Also, it
is prone to selecting the wrong or inappropriate technology and this can be a very expensive
mistake for an organization. Investing in technology is never without risk and there is rarely
(if ever) a complete fit of a technology to a business need.
B) Correct. This is the VeriSM™ approach. The situational analysis allows the exploration of
diverse aspects of the Management Mesh, identify gaps that need to be resolved before the
selection of a management practice that would facilitate producing the expected outcomes.
(Literature: A, Chapter 14.5.1)
C) Incorrect. A progressive organization, as FCH wants to become, recognizes that the use of
emerging technologies must be based on understanding the business strategy of the
organization, then finding the most appropriate technology that enables the realization of
that strategy, not solely on whether there is the budget allowing the expenditure.
D) Incorrect. The latest management practice does not guarantee success in any organization.
The selection of a management practice depends on a variety of circumstances and
competitive factors that change over time; success depends on how the organization adopts
and adapts such a management practice.
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The update to the printing architecture within FCH has been approved. The list below provides a
sample of high-level requirements.
•
•
•
•

The architecture needs immediate improvement.
Patients want the green option to receive their discharge information digitally. Regulatory
requirements demand a proof of receipt.
Privacy must be guaranteed.
The patient can access digital discharge information immediately, even if they left FCH with a
paper order.

How should FCH address all these requirements?
A) FCH’s ITIL practices cannot address the current requirements of immediacy and security.
FCH will need to invest in new management practices and switch to Agile, to not only
support these requirements but also support the digital transformation activities. FCH's
leadership should correct the budgets accordingly.
B) ITIL practices have served FCH well to this point. The in-place practices should be
accelerated by trimming the timeline of the activities, to meet the need for immediate
improvements. There are sufficient security controls within ITIL guidance thus this process
should be developed and deployed immediately. The technology-based requirements will be
addressed in the actual design.
C) So far ITIL has provided core functionality for FCH and now these practices and their
underlying principles require a total redesign. In addition, Agile, Lean and DevOps practices
are needed to digitalize the discharge services. Security controls are not an issue as FCH is
heavily regulated. The technology-based requirements will be addressed in the actual
design.
D) The current ITIL practice should not just be randomly replaced by another practice. The
necessary elements from additional management practices should be carefully chosen to
support the requirements and understood how they will shape practice behaviors. The other
requirements are more technically-oriented and will be addressed in the actual design.
A) Incorrect. Totally throwing out in-place practices is not a solution but rather waste. Having
to develop a new set of practices does not address the immediate need for improvements.
Additionally, moving to a pure Agile management practice is also risky as future
requirements may not be met within that management practice. It is not the model that
creates success but rather what is done with it.
B) Incorrect. Trimming the timeline is risky and not appropriate. Following Lean practices is a
better way to reduce process “waste”. The stated view of security is risky as it should be
assessed to ensure coverage as required.
C) Incorrect. There definitely is a need for different types of management practices than what
ITIL can provide. But a total redesign is not justified here. The stated view of security is risky.
It should be assessed to ensure coverage as required.
D) Correct. This addresses the need to evaluate what is in place in relation to the requirements.
Once a gap is defined, utilize elements from supporting practices where beneficial.
Additionally, FCH should be aware of the impact of the new or changed practices on
behavior. The technology requirements are properly managed. (Literature: A, Chapter 14.5)
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Since FCH is heavily regulated by the government and non-governmental institutions, the Office
of Strategic Development (OSD) has established that this factor is the most powerful driver for
organizational change. This has a long-term effect on FCH’s strategy, leadership and
organizational culture.
The OSD needs to understand if FCH is well-positioned to achieve its objective. Therefore, the
OSD’s manager needs to undertake a gap analysis.
What can the OSD’s manager best use under these circumstances?
A)
B)
C)
D)

McKinsey 7S framework
Burke-Litwin model
Nadler-Tushman model
SWOT analysis

A) Incorrect. Governance principles (soft elements) are the main reason to choose the
McKinsey 7S framework. This framework is not the most appropriate one in case of external
factors such as regulations by government and non-governmental institutions.
B) Correct. The Burke-Litwin model focuses on the external factors. It is the best model
because of the impact these factors have on transformational and transactional levels,
because of the long-term effects and influences on FCH’s strategy, leadership, and
organizational culture. (Literature A: Chapter 15.3.2)
C) Incorrect. People, structure, culture, and work are the four elements of an organization as a
social system, that transform inputs into outputs. These four fundamental elements of the
Nadler-Tushman model are not the external factors FCH needs to investigate.
D) Incorrect. External factors are important input for SWOT analysis, but not the only ones. The
focus of this analysis is not where FCH needs it.
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Strategic leaders at FCH recognize that in order to develop FCH's expanding health portfolio,
they need to rationalize a range of IT offerings. Included in the rationalization are redundant IT
organizations and data centers. Efforts to integrate or consolidate the redundancies, so far,
have had mixed success.
C-suite managers have concluded that a different approach is required. The aim is to match
future IT provision, including the data centers, with FCH’s strategic developments. By using
the Burke-Litwin model, the C-suite managers expect they can better deal with the changes.
When using the Burke-Litwin model for the above scenario, what best suits FCH?
A) Get a better understanding of the beliefs, behaviors and values which are prevalent at FCH
B) Get a better understanding of the individual performance criteria which operate in IT
departments at FCH
C) Get a better understanding of the relationships and responsibilities within the IT
departments at FCH
D) Get a better understanding of the organizational systems and procedures which are
prevalent at FCH
A) Correct. The Burke-Litwin model proposes a top-down approach as the drivers for change
start with the external factors. FCH’s strategic mission is driven by expansion but is also a
response to prevailing legal and regulatory requirements. These external factors have a
direct link to the transformational elements within the Burke-Litwin model. Therefore, it is
likely that the external factors (driving the change) will have direct causal effect on the
organizational culture (beliefs, behaviors and values) prevalent at FCH. This aspect needs to
be better understood alongside leadership, mission and strategy. (Literature: A, Chapter
15.3.2)
B) Incorrect. C-suite managers will no doubt have concerns about the performance of IT staff at
FCH, given the fact that previous initiatives to rationalize, consolidate and integrate have
had limited success. As such it would be tempting for them to start here. Individual
performance and personal factors will need to be analyzed as part of overall change
initiatives at FCH, and this should be done later. The Burke-Litwin model proposes that
higher-level analyzes are performed first, especially when significant transformational
activities are taking place.
C) Incorrect. Understanding relationships and responsibilities at FCH is important, as this
approach considers the transactional elements in the IT department which could be failing.
An analysis of this kind could work better though, if an organizational approach is taken. This
is because together with the systems, procedures and management practices they influence
the operational effectiveness at FCH. As such they will require analysis, but only when the
broader environmental aspects have been considered first of all.
D) Incorrect. Undertaking an analysis of the way in which systems and procedures operate is
essential, as it provides evidence of what works and what does not work at FCH. Together
with the structure and management practices, the systems and procedures influence the
operational effectiveness across the entire organization. However, as a first stage, it will not
consider any evidence of the transformational influences at FCH.
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The Office of Strategic Development (OSD) works towards merging new hospitals to the FCH
brand and extending its geographical reach. FCH sent out a Request for Information (RFI) to
gather information about country-wide hospitals and received an overwhelming amount of
responses to the RFI. The OSD decided that they need to shortlist the top three potential
candidates that are eager to merge. The OSD aims for a seamless merge of these top three
hospitals into FCH’s brand.
The OSD concluded that by using the Nadler-Tushman model they can better deal with the
selection process. They want to use this model to compare all hospitals that responded to the
RFI, determine the gaps and devise a plan. This plan should include actions to overcome the
gaps, which will raise performance levels, and include actions to assess the performance against
the OSD's objective.
When using the Nadler-Tushman model, what should FCH consider for each hospital and FCH?
A) How their strategy, leadership and organizational culture are linked with each other and
how the external environment influences their response to organizational changes.
B) The governance principles that reflect what FCH’s corporate culture and work ethics are,
what FCH stands for, and the quality of healthcare they provide to the community.
C) The interactions of the components of FCH’s internal system as they impact FCH’s
productivity and performance to produce what is expected to the community served.
D) Their known current state and the desired state after the merge, focusing on their location,
staff, performance rating, and technology as key factors for the selection.
A) Incorrect. External factors are considered as long-term, transformational influencers over
strategy, leadership and organizational culture. Therefore, these are the most powerful
drivers for organizational change under the Burke-Litwin model, not under the NadlerTushman model.
B) Incorrect. Governance principles are the essence in the McKinsey 7S framework and not in
the Nadler-Tushman model.
C) Correct. An organization as a social system (integrated by people, structure, culture, and
work), are the components that transform inputs into outputs. And, the performance
(productivity) of the organization is dependent upon how well they interact (congruent).
(Literature A: Chapter 15.3.3)
D) Incorrect. These key factors for the OSD's selection criteria are not relevant under the
Nadler-Tushman model.
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To fulfil its vision, the strategic direction of FCH is to ensure that all services (for example
hospital functionality, insurance programs, etc.) are streamlined, secure and take full advantage
of technology enablers. Sourcing activities are key to success. FCH has challenges that need to
be addressed, such as the duplicate applications and technology solutions in use due to
uncontrolled growth in the past.
Although that practice has now stopped, there is a concern that the current sourcing policy is
not aligned to the organizational strategy and the focus on delivering system-wide strategic
initiatives. The CEO wishes to redevelop a sourcing policy that defines principles and practices
for sourcing decisions, rationalizing services and managing uncontrolled growth whilst still
reflecting FCH’s organizational strategy and consumer need.
What aspects should be developed within FCH's sourcing policy to address the CEO's concerns?
A)

•
•
•
•
•

B)

•
•
•
•
•

C)

•
•
•
•
•

D)

•
•
•
•
•

A code of conduct defined in a set of policies covering each of the elements of the approach
to sourcing services and service providers;
Sourcing expectations based on strategic goals and service management principles;
An outline of the selection and decision-making process;
Engagement rules, compliance standards, legal and governance mandates;
The policy will be owned and managed by the financial department and reviewed based on
FCH’s strategic direction.
An official document covering each element of the approach to sourcing such as
specifications development and value analysis;
Any legal and governance mandates sourcing expectations based on strategic goals and
Service Management Principles;
A contract management process to ensure that contracts meet FCH’s needs;
A rule book, based on the Service Management Principles, for the procurement capability
within Finance;
The policy will be owned by the financial department and reviewed after each organizational
change.
A sourcing plan that defines operating policies and practices;
The responsibilities and activities associated with for example, specifications development,
value analysis and negotiation;
Detailed procurement activities to support the purchase of products and services for sourcing
the gaps in the Management Mesh;
A process to ensure the plan will be redeveloped each time a new or changed service is
considered;
The policy will be redeveloped each time a new or changed service is considered so it
remains aligned to FCH’s needs.
A sourcing policy with detailed procedures regarding the sourcing approach;
Sourcing expectations based on strategic goals;
An outline of the selection and decision-making process;
Engagement rules, compliance standards, legal and governance mandates;
The policy will be owned and managed by the CEO and reviewed based on FCH’s strategic
direction.
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A) Correct. All details relating to the scope and purpose of a sourcing policy are correct. This
answer also addresses the specific sourcing challenges at FCH as well as the CEO’s wishes
to redevelop a sourcing policy that defines principles and practices for sourcing decisions,
rationalizing services and managing uncontrolled growth whilst still reflecting FCH’s
organizational strategy and consumer need. The answer also recognizes a single and
appropriate level of ownership for the policy and it supports a best practice towards its
ongoing management. (Literature: A, Chapter 16.3)
B) Incorrect. The answer correctly identifies that the sourcing policy provides a code of conduct
defined in a set of associated policies covering each of the elements of the approach to
sourcing services and service providers and that the policy should be based on the Service
Management Principles. The policy will not be used to guide activities listed such as
specifications development, value analysis, supplier research, etc. as this detail would be
held within a sourcing plan, not sourcing policy. The policy must also be owned by a singular
person (who is accountable for it) so the suggestion of team ownership is incorrect. It is also
not good practice to continually alter policy based on every organizational change, simply to
those that require it. Policies provide the high-level rules, they underpin processes that
should be re-engineered to respond to change. This answer is also very generic and does not
reflect details within the case study and additional information which asks to address the
current challenges and the CEO’s concerns.
C) Incorrect. Whilst many of the points here are correct, they relate not to sourcing policy but
to a broader sourcing plan. The answer also incorrectly suggests that there should be
detailed procurement activities provided in the policy. Policy is a means of giving direction to
the organization and does not require constant evolution. Rather processes and procedures
should be reviewed regularly to respond to changing requirements.
D) Incorrect. The answer correctly identifies that the sourcing policy will be created to provide
direction and overarching guidance and sourcing expectations. Within the policy it is not
appropriate though to have detailed procedures. It would also not be acceptable to define
low level details like a selection and decision process within the policy. The answer correctly
states that the policy will cover legal and governance principles. It would be inappropriate to
have someone at the level of a CEO to own and manage the policy, it better suits the Head
of Finance whose department is the main stakeholder and user of the policy.
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The financial department has the responsibility for procurement. As such, the CFO created the
FCH sourcing policy to reflect FCH’s mission and vision as well as the Service Management
Principles. The policy is as follows:
“It is the sourcing policy of FCH to obtain all supplies, equipment and services at the lowest
cost to the hospital that meet or exceed the consumer’s specifications for performance,
quality and availability at the time of purchase. The decision process will be based on the
capability, capacity and historical performance of the supplier. Supplier diversity and
environmental impact will be considered in the decision process. Competitive bids will be
solicited whenever possible and practical, and in compliance with all applicable federal
regulations and hospital policies.”
FCH is looking for a vendor of specialized telemedicine equipment to support the remote senior
facilities and regional correctional facilities. They receive four bids in which all equipment needs
are covered.
Based on the sourcing policy, what vendor should be chosen?
A) Vendor W:
•
•
•
•
•

pricing is highest;
provides performance data for the equipment over the past ten years;
includes a three-level maintenance and support program;
supplied equipment to remote school districts across North America to support preventative
care;
supplied equipment to small communities across the globe that have limited or no access to
medical services.

B) Vendor X:
•
•
•
•
•

pricing is second highest;
leader in the telemedicine field for the past ten years;
highest rating for support and loyal customers;
performance is questionable as of late, due to new production lines and a quality control
issue;
pending investigation for toxic dumping.

C) Vendor Y:
•
•
•
•
•

pricing is lowest;
new entrant to the telemedicine vertical, initial performance review from one customer
outstanding;
owned by a small group of nurses;
time-to-order to time-to-delivery is longest;
in the process of achieving Green Seal for sustainability.

D) Vendor Z:
•
•
•
•
•

pricing is second lowest;
in business for five years;
performance just meets requirements;
customer reviews show no glaring issues, case studies illustrate innovative solutions for many
different communities;
ISO 9001 certification achieved five years ago but has expired.
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A) Correct. Vendor W provides the closest match to the sourcing policy even though pricing is
the highest. (Literature: A, Chapter 16)
B) Incorrect. While Vendor X has good historical performance and innovation and pricing is
compelling, current conditions within Vendor X conflict with the sourcing policy (“…at the
time of purchase.”). Additionally, there is no mention of sustainability or diversity.
C) Incorrect. Vendor Y, while compelling, has little or no historical data and while the
conditions for diversity and sustainability are clearly within FCH’s standard, there are too
many questions, therefore risks, at this time.
D) Incorrect. Vendor Z seems to be a company that exceeds at doing the minimum – they have
achieved excellence but then have not maintained it. Performance of their equipment is the
lowest of all four vendors and even with the compelling innovative solutions, Vendor Z does
not fulfil FCH’s sourcing policy.
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A CIO has been hired by FCH and as such the organizational chart has changed to reflect this
development. There is a corporate IT capability, at the same level as the hospitals, insurance,
HR and finance. The insurance division still has its own IT departments. The hiring of the CIO has
been a welcomed move as more and more of the products and services supporting FCH depend
on and exploit technology. One of the first tasks the CIO has undertaken is the review of the
operational effectiveness of the IT capability. Several areas of concern were noted.
To meet the strategic initiatives of FCH, the CIO has determined the IT capability needs to
become Leaner and more Agile. The CIO has been very clear that this does not mean a
reduction in staff but rather the elimination of “waste” in processes and technologies. The
first initiative the CIO has proposed is to improve the help desk.
What would be the most appropriate set of steps to improve the help desk?
A) Add additional resources to the help desk for the next 30 days to reduce wait times and call
abandonment rates. Within the same 30-day period, submit and resolve two problem
management tickets: one for the increased number of calls and a second to understand why
the self-service portal is underutilized. Once root cause and improvements are identified,
immediately take action. Concurrently, develop a value stream map to capture the
consumer viewpoint and discover and eliminate waste in the help desk activities.
B) Engage service management consultancy with expertise in improving support services.
Ensure requirements and scope of engagement are clear. Agree to a three months’ project
for discovery and recommendations. Concurrently, engage an expert in Lean processing to
create a value stream map for the help desk and define where waste can be removed.
Lastly, engage a third expert with experience in agile process development and deployment.
This expert is to review all service management processes with the intent of removing
inefficiencies and bottlenecks.
C) Hire a commercial organization to support the FCH help desk as a temporary fix. Change the
opening welcome message to direct common calls to this commercial organization and the
technical issues to the FCH help desk. Bring in the incident management process owner and
discuss the challenges that are keeping the process from running effectively. Give the
process owner a 30-day's deadline to show improvements. Knowing that a major disruption
of service is constantly looming, ensure the continuity plan is up-to-date and actionable.
D) Realize that the help desk structure and skill set is no longer effective and begin a search for
a commercial organization with healthcare or hospital experience who can provide the
necessary support services for FCH. In the meantime, hire a commercial organization to
supplement the staffing in order to reduce wait times and call abandonment rates. Once a
suitable permanent organization is found, utilize the processes of the commercial
organization to improve support services.
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A) Correct. This is a sensible set of actions. Make use of the in-house processes to discover the
reason for higher call rates and why the self-service portal is underutilized. Creating a value
stream map will discover sources of waste that can be eliminated to create necessary
efficiencies. Continue to engage the process owner in the activities to not only show support
for this role but also for re-engagement. (Literature: A, Chapter 17)
B) Incorrect. This option has several good ideas but the timeframe, even though it is only three
months, is not short enough to address the falling customer satisfaction scores and potential
permanent damage to the reputation of FCH. Additionally, none of the resources for this
work are from within FCH, thus the CIO is, intentionally or not, demonstrating an attitude of
non-confidence in current staff.
C) Incorrect. The CIO has correctly sought out additional support for the help desk for an
immediate answer to address the poor call metrics. The issue requires action by the process
owner and the question is why nothing has occurred to date. Providing a 30-day's deadline
probably is not feasible for two reasons: one, poor performance is well-known, and the
process owner has done nothing, so why give another 30 days? Two, while change in
process can be immediate, the impact may not be immediately known.
D) Incorrect. In this option, the CIO has basically given up and has decided to resolve the
problem by giving it to another organization. Not the best strategy, especially as an initial act
after the role was recently added to the C-suite.
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The CFO of FCH is concerned about the current state of financial management in IT service
management. The IT department of the medical division is not adequately managing the budget
and customer groups demand more accurate cost calculation and billing.
One of the IT managers suggests bringing in a consultant to help improve the current situation.
According to the consultant, the Provide stage needs to be set up more strictly. One of the
reasons for setting up the Provide stage more strictly, is that customers pay for FCH’s services.
What other consideration supports the consultant’s advice?
A) Since financial management practices are required by standards such as ISO/IEC 20000, a
tool should be implemented to consolidate the financial data from existing service
management tools. Consolidation of data from the tools should then help satisfying
requirements from internal and external auditors.
B) Since it will be impossible to operate tools properly without good processes, make sure that
all processes required by ISO/IEC 20000 are implemented first. Mature these processes so
they will feed financial management with all needed information. Ask an external auditor to
certify the processes.
C) Since not all tools that are currently in use share information, these tools should be tuned,
so they provide integrated information in order to fulfill requirements of external auditors.
Additionally, the knowledge management process should be used to improve the quality of
information in the system.
D) Since there is currently no financial management process implemented in IT, it is unlikely
that new tools will help. Introduce cross-capability reporting and sharing of financial
information. Bring a representative of executive management and auditors on board to
create a clear picture of requirements.
A) Incorrect. Bringing in another tool is not the most likely thing to do. It is better to set up a
financial management process as described in ISO and ITIL and ask the internal auditor for
help.
B) Incorrect. Although following practices described by ISO and ITIL by implementing processes
is a good advice in itself, this approach is very time consuming. Try to understand
requirements first. Introduce information sharing and then set up financial management as
a process.
C) Incorrect. Tuning tools is a good idea in itself, but the main reason for this should not be to
satisfy external auditors. Knowledge management is not used in all areas and therefore it is
not the best process to help improving information.
D) Correct. Focus on the process first and then choose tools. Cross-capability reporting is a
relevant area to focus on when improving the Provide stage. The case study points out that
executive management and internal/external auditors demand accuracy. Bringing them on
board is good advice. (Literature A. Chapter 17)
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FCH’s vision to be a national leader for health by 2025, is supported by FCH’s governance and
management principles. To achieve this vision, several strategic initiatives have been initiated.
The organizational strategy focuses on growth, and management hopes to merge one to three
new hospitals into the current organization. Many departments within FCH are highly focused
on remaining compliant with government health regulations, as well as implementing needed
upgrades on several of the critical systems, in particular the Electronic Medical Record (EMR)
system and inpatient revenue system.
Employees and managers in the financial, HR, and both IT departments have allocated many
resources for the upcoming tests of the revenue system. Many middle and team managers have
complained that it is difficult to get attention for operational issues regarding the upcoming
budget review cycle. A lot of clinical employees have been booked for testing activities, which
poses a challenge to productivity in most of the clinical departments. Consequently, many of
the doctors have had to reschedule appointments with patients.
The work on the EMR system requires a lot of resources. As these resources are mainly from the
legal department and the clinical department heads, the challenge is less overwhelming.
Does the current Produce stage support the organizational strategy?
A)
B)
C)
D)

No, because FCH’s service stabilizers are not fit for purpose.
No, because there is no accountability in testing activities.
Yes, because FCH’s guardrails of the Produce stage are established.
Yes, because the Produce stage is supported by ITIL-based processes and tools.
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A) Correct. Testing activities are under change control and its associated process and tools. The
testing activities are service stabilizers for FCH, that are not fit for purpose (thus not
supporting the performance of the Produce stage) because testing is negatively impacting
the productivity of clinical departments and causing the need to reschedule patients’
appointments, in detriment of the consumer experience. Therefore, the testing activities of
the Produce stage are not supporting FCH’s strategic direction to grow. Also, FCH cannot
ensure that all services (for example hospital functionality, insurance programs, etc.) are
streamlined. It may be an indication that change control and related management processes
or supporting tools are not performing at the expected level. (Literature A: Chapter 17)
B) Incorrect. Since FCH is heavily regulated by the government and scrutinized by auditors, and
change management is one of the processes deployed across FCH, it is doubtful that there is
no accountability for testing activities.
C) Incorrect. The definition of governance and Management Principles is a necessary condition,
but not sufficient, for the Produce stage to support FCH’s growth. Since the testing
activities are not performing at the expected level, they are not in compliance with one or
more principles established. If that were the case, the testing activities would not be
impacting the productivity of clinical departments and consumer experience, and the plans
to carry out test activities in a continuous and secure mode would not conflict with other
business activities such as budgeting.
D) Incorrect. Despite several ITIL-based management processes being deployed and the use of
service management tools, the facts are: (1) there is no coordination or consistency across
the organization within the processes; and (2) there are four service management tools in
use within FCH, but not all tools support all processes nor do all tools share information. It is
important to assess testing activities (because they are not performing at the expected level)
within the context of ITSM process and tools. Therefore, as it is now, the Produce stage is
not supporting FCH’s strategy to grow.
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One of FCH's strategic aims is to streamline services. The company has decided to rationalize
the software to eliminate duplication of applications in the corporate and insurance
administration departments in FCH. The IT department within the insurance administration has
devised a plan which will merge the financial systems at FCH, but still recognizes the need for
local financial control where needed.
A senior in the IT department within the insurance administration has been given the task of
seeking approval for these plans from the C-suite managers in FCH.
How should the report be presented in order to get these plans approved by the CFO?
A) A report aimed at the CFO and Head of the Office for Strategic Development (OSD) which
explains why the plan of the IT department will work, how much it will cost, and the likely
risks involved.
B) A report aimed at the CFO, CEO and Head of the OSD which describes how the plan was
established, the actual plan and the expected outcomes.
C) A report aimed at the CFO, CEO, Head of the OSD, the Head of the insurance administration
and Head of the hospital and clinics division, which describes in detail how the newly
merged software will work.
D) A report aimed at the CFO which provides details of the proposed software changes which
are designed to address the key financial issues to improve and maintain financial visibility
and stability at FCH.
A) Correct. This approach takes on board the agreement required by the CFO but recognizes
the need for strategic agreement and departmental planning, both of which are provided by
OSD. As the Head of OSD has a direct link to the CEO, any high-level issues (if needed) can be
channeled through that route. The approach appreciates the input of the CFO, but also
keeps the message clear on what is going to take place, why it should take place and the
costs and risks. (Literature: A, Chapter 18)
B) Incorrect. This plan could over-complicate the decision making in the early stages. The CEO
will need to be informed at the appropriate time, he does not need to be consulted for
approval at this stage. The C-suite is not interested in the 'how'.
C) Incorrect. Whilst this approach includes the relevant aspects including costs and risks, it
could over-complicate the decision making in the early stages. The CEO will need to be
informed at the appropriate time, he does not need to be consulted for approval at this
stage.
D) Incorrect. Whilst this would be relevant, it would only address the immediate needs of the
financial department. It would not address the concerns about financial accountability for
the other key stakeholders such as the hospital and clinic divisions and the insurance
administration. It would therefore not support a long-term solution which considers the
expansion and merger plans. Moreover, there is limited knowledge of how the plan will
work, how much it will cost, and the risks involved.
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The Marketing and IT departments have run a joint initiative to undergo digital transformation
within the offerings of FCH regarding health insurance policies. The initiative includes reaching
out to potential new clients on social media, as well as catering existing clients with a higher
quality and number of digital offerings and options for interaction. The initiative was briefly
discussed at a meeting four months ago, which the two managers, as well as the CEO and the
CFO attended. In the meeting the managers got an approval, to carry on with the initiative.
The Chief Digital Officer (CDO), who joined FCH only two months ago, heard about the initiative,
and asked for a meeting with the two responsible managers. The invitation states, that the CDO
wants to gather all digital initiatives and projects into a coordinated portfolio.
If the two managers participate in the meeting and allow the CDO to place the initiative in a
portfolio, they risk the initiative to be prioritized differently.
Should the managers attend the meeting with the CDO?
A) No. The initiative is clearly too small to be included in the strategic portfolio of initiatives, so
they should write a mail to the CDO explaining this to avoid wasting the CDO’s and their own
time.
B) No. The initiative was approved by the CEO and the CFO, and therefore the two managers
already have adequate management involvement and approval for the project.
C) Yes. They need support of the new CDO, so they should explain to the CDO the Voice of the
Customer analysis, financial plans, development considerations and the plans for
deployment.
D) Yes. They should prepare a presentation about the purpose of the project, overall plan and
budget, the designs for the different platforms, as well as key risks and impediments.
A) Incorrect. The decision of whether the initiative should be included in the portfolio or not,
must be made by the CDO, so the two managers must participate in the meeting. Getting an
overview of what is going on is most often not a waste of time.
B) Incorrect. It is important to know the gatekeepers and key stakeholders in the C-suite, in
order to get the right support, strategic positioning, as well as alignment. Therefore, the
managers should attend the meeting with the newly appointed CDO. When the CEO has
decided to hire a CDO, it is important to give the CDO the mandate that comes with the
position.
C) Incorrect. Although it is correct that the two managers need to attend the meeting and give
the new CDO the mandate that this job gives, it is important not to overdo communication
to get support in the C-suite. Keeping communication calibrated to what is needed is key in
order to allow C-suite the correct focus.
D) Correct. It is key that the correct stakeholders are involved in the right way and that means
that onboarding the new CDO is critical. At the same time, they keep their communication
and level of detail at the correct level for this purpose. (Literature: A, Chapter 18)
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Evaluation
The table below shows the correct answers to the questions in this set of sample questions.
Question

Answer Key

Question

Answer Key

1

B

21

A

2

A

22

A

3

B

23

D

4

A

24

D

5

D

25

A

6

B

26

C

7

B

27

B

8

B

28

C

9

B

29

B

10

A

30

D

11

C

31

B

12

C

32

A

13

A

33

C

14

C

34

A

15

D

35

A

16

B

36

A

17

C

37

D

18

B

38

A

19

A

39

A

20

B

40

D
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